Abstract

This Article asks what can be learned from the vast amount of information generated by modern civil litigation. One answer lies in the practices of a small but growing number of law enforcement agencies that pay careful attention to suits brought against them and their officers. These departments gather information from initial complaints, discovery, and case resolutions and use that information to identify personnel and policy weaknesses. Lawsuit data has proven valuable to these departments’ performance-improvement efforts: suits have alerted departments to incidents of misconduct, and the information developed during the course of discovery and trial has been found to be more comprehensive than that generated through internal channels. Although information generated by litigation has filled gaps in internal reporting systems, it is also, undeniably, flawed. The adversarial process produces biased and sometimes irrelevant information about a relatively small number of misconduct allegations, and the slow pace of litigation means that a case may not be resolved until several years after the underlying event. Departments in this Study mitigate these flaws by gathering information from each stage of the litigation process, reviewing data in context with other available information, and using independent auditors to consider what the data may show. Department practices take advantage of the strengths--while minimizing the weaknesses--of lawsuit data and thereby suggest a promising way to learn from litigation.
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Introduction

Contemporary civil litigation produces massive amounts of highly imperfect information. The complaint that initiates each lawsuit [FN1] describes why the plaintiff believes she has been wronged and the people and events that caused those legal violations. [FN2] Assuming the plaintiff *843 prevails against any motion to dismiss, the pretrial litigation process is dominated by the production and exchange of information. [FN3] In federal court and the majority of states that follow the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, [FN4] parties must disclose witnesses and documents that support their claims and defenses. [FN5] Each side can demand any document from the opposing party--emails, bills, memos, medical records, diaries, personnel manuals, and the like--that “appears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.” [FN6] Each side can demand written answers to interrogatories and requests for admission. [FN7] Each side can depose witnesses, subject to minimal objections or limitations on the scope of questioning. [FN8] And attorneys, if they are zealously representing their clients, use these discovery tools to squeeze all of the plausibly relevant information they can from the opposing side’s file cabinets, computer hard drives, and witnesses' memories. Although the vast majority of cases are resolved through settlement or motion practice, [FN9] trial can produce yet more information, as attorneys introduce evidence and question witnesses about the merits of legal claims.

*844 We know little about the ways that complex organizations process the dizzying amount of data generated by litigation. Lauren Edelman and Charles Weisselberg have studied how legal rules are disseminated in companies' personnel offices and police department station houses, respectively. [FN10] Margo Schlanger recently studied the ways that claims management systems, developed in response to the threat of litigation, can be used to improve organizational behavior in hospitals, retailers, and prisons. [FN11] But we know almost nothing about how complex organizations gather and analyze information from lawsuits that have been filed against them and their employees. [FN12]

My research of law enforcement uses of litigation data aims to fill this gap. In a previous study, I found that few police departments learn from lawsuits brought against them. [FN13] Officials may pay attention to lawsuits that lead to large judgments or political repercussions. But most departments ignore lawsuits that do not inspire front-page newspaper stories, candlelight vigils, or angry meetings with the mayor. The city attorney will defend these suits, any settlement or judgment will be paid out of the city's coffer, and the department will not keep track of which officers were named, what claims were alleged, what evidence was amassed, what resolution was reached, or what amount was paid. [FN14]

This Article examines the practices of a small group of police departments that do consistently gather and analyze information from lawsuits filed against them and their officers. [FN15] I have studied five departments--the Los Angeles Sheriff's Department (LASD) and police departments in Seattle, Portland, Denver, and Chicago--that gather and analyze legal claims, information generated during discovery, and litigation outcomes. [FN16] These departments use lawsuit data--with other information--to identify problem officers, units, and practices. They explore personnel, training, and policy issues that may have led to the *845 claims. And they craft interventions aimed atremedying those underlying problems.

For these departments, lawsuits are a valuable source of information about police-misconduct allegations. Depart-
ments that do not gather lawsuit data rely on civilian complaints and use-of-force reports to alert them to possible misconduct. In the litigation-attentive departments in my Study, lawsuits have notified officials of misconduct allegations that did not surface through these other reporting systems. For example, the Los Angeles Sheriff's Department's review of lawsuit claims revealed clusters of improper vehicle pursuits, illegal searches, and warrantless home entries. [FN17] These vehicle pursuits, searches, and home entries did not appear in officers' use-of-force reports because the events—while potentially serious constitutional violations—did not involve the application of force as defined by department policies and so did not trigger reporting requirements. [FN18] The civilians involved in these lawsuits could have chosen to file civilian complaints but did not; people rarely file civilian complaints and may be particularly unlikely to do so if they are planning to sue. [FN19]

Even when a civilian complaint or use-of-force report is filed, the litigation process can unearth details that did not surface during the internal investigation. When, for example, a man died of blunt force chest trauma two hours after being taken into Portland police custody, a critical question was how much force the involved deputies had used to bring him to the ground. [FN20] The night of the man's death, the involved officer and deputy were videotaped at the Portland jail describing their confrontation. [FN21] The audio portion of the tape was very scratchy, but Portland's internal affairs investigators did nothing to improve the sound. [FN22] Only during litigation did plaintiff's counsel enhance the audio, at which point the involved officer's statements were found to contradict his statement to internal affairs. [FN23]

Although lawsuits have filled critical gaps in police department internal reporting systems, lawsuits are themselves flawed sources of information. Aggrieved parties rarely file lawsuits and, when they do, plaintiffs win and lose for reasons—and are compensated at amounts—divorced from the merits of their claims. Cases drag on for years and are often brought against individual bad actors instead of the institutional players best positioned to address systemic harms. This Article does not contest these critiques. Instead, it shows that departments mitigate lawsuits' flaws by gathering information from each stage of the litigation process, reviewing data in context with other available information, and using independent investigators and auditors to consider what the data may show.

This Article not only describes how a group of police departments processes information from lawsuits; it also enriches our understanding of the relationship between lawsuits and performance improvement. Courts and scholars expect that negative litigation outcomes deter misbehavior. [FN24] Scholars who think about the deterrent effects of lawsuits against the police disagree about whether police officials will be deterred by lawsuits' financial, political, administrative, or emotional effects. [FN25] But all expect that it is lawsuits' punitive nature that inspires performance improvement.

Although high-profile cases and large damages awards may inspire behavior change, my research reveals that deterrence does not function as expected when it comes to run-of-the-mill damages actions. My prior study showed that most departments collect so little information about lawsuits brought against them that they cannot weigh the costs and benefits of future misconduct as deterrence theory assumes. [FN26] This Article shows that when departments pay attention to lawsuits they do so in ways also distinct from prevailing theories of deterrence. Departments mine lawsuits for data about misconduct allegations and the details of those allegations. Lawsuits promote performance improvement not because they have political or financial ramifications, but because the information generated by litigation offers valuable insights about police practices. These five departments have found original, productive, and promising ways to learn from litigation.

*847 The remainder of the Article proceeds as follows. In Part I, I describe my Study and findings. In Part II, I show that lawsuits offer departments otherwise unavailable information about the occurrence of alleged misconduct and details of those events. In Part III, I examine the weaknesses of lawsuit data and show how departments mitigate these flaws. And, in Part IV, I show how department practices complicate and enhance our understanding of the role of lawsuits in

I. Study

A. Overview

Most police departments ignore lawsuits, but a small but growing number of departments have begun to review lawsuit claims and evidence for possible lessons. [FN27] Some began doing so as conditions of settlement in cases alleging department-wide failures brought by the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), state attorneys general, and individuals. [FN28] Other cities have hired independent investigators or auditors who analyze litigation data as part of their efforts to improve police accountability. [FN29] Technological problems, human error, and intentional efforts to obfuscate can frustrate data collection and analysis. [FN30] But when departments with policies to gather information from lawsuits overcome these implementation problems, lawsuits inform training and policy decisions that, in turn, appear to improve performance and decrease misconduct. [FN31]

In this Study, I focus on five departments--in Los Angeles County, Portland, Denver, Seattle, and Chicago--that systematically integrate information from lawsuits into decisions aimed at improving officer and department performance. These departments are in no way typical; I make no claims that their practices are representative of departments more generally. Indeed, I contend that these departments are outliers. These five departments review litigation data most extensively as a matter of policy [FN32] and most consistently as a matter of practice. [FN33]

*848 Each of these five departments has an independent investigator or auditor that evaluates department policies and practices, and reviews lawsuit data for possible lessons. I read reports by these reviewers about the inner workings of their departments. [FN34] I then used those reports as a backdrop for semistructured interviews with past and current auditors and investigators, their staff members, and department officials. [FN35]

*849 B. Departments

Following are descriptions of the five departments in this Study, listed in the order in which they instituted policies to gather and analyze litigation data.

Los Angeles County. The Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department (LASD) is the largest sheriff’s department and the fourth largest law enforcement agency in the country. Its nearly 8300 sworn personnel patrol over 3000 square miles of Los Angeles County and run the country’s largest jail system. [FN36] Although the LASD has among the most extensive systems of accountability, and pays the most attention to the lessons that lawsuits might offer, it did not establish these policies on its own initiative. Instead, in 1991, following a series of high-profile events and costly legal settlements and judgments, the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors ordered an independent investigation of the department under the leadership of retired Superior Court Judge James Kolts (the Kolts Commission). [FN37]

In July 1992, the Kolts Commission issued a report with recommendations aimed at improving reporting and review of lawsuits and other misconduct allegations, and making more effective policy, training, and disciplinary decisions. [FN38] Following the Kolts Commission’s recommendations, the LASD created three new entities to identify and manage information and to audit internal practices. First, the Board of Supervisors appointed Merrick Bobb to succeed Judge Kolts as Special Counsel to the Board, and charged him with overseeing the implementation of the Kolts Commission's
recommendations. [FN39] Bobb reviews department policies and practices, reviews the department's litigation trends and costs, reviews closed litigation files for policy implications, and provides semiannual reports to the Board about the LASD. [FN40] Bobb's original contract was for three years, but the contract has been *850 successively renewed and he has been reporting to the Board ever since. His reports, which are regularly more than one hundred pages long, may be the most extensive and detailed analyses available of a police department's efforts at creating systems of accountability.

Second, following the Kolts Commission's recommendations, the LASD created a risk management bureau, the first law enforcement bureau in the country dedicated to reducing preventable accidents and liability costs. [FN41] The bureau directs administrative investigations of claims when they are filed, identifies trends across claims, and reviews closed-case files for possible lessons. The bureau also maintains an early intervention system that tracks information, including lawsuits, in an effort to identify problem officers. Third, at the recommendation of the Sheriff's Department, the Board of Supervisors created the Office of Independent Review (OIR), a civilian body separate from the department's internal affairs division that is charged with overseeing and participating in the LASD's internal investigations. [FN42]

Seattle. Seattle has a population of 560,000 with 1240 sworn officers. [FN43] In 1999, after a high-profile scandal, a civilian panel was appointed to study the police department's internal investigation processes. Based on the panel's recommendations, the department appointed a civilian director of the internal affairs unit, called the Office of Professional Accountability (OPA). [FN45] The OPA director reviews civilian complaints and lawsuits and investigates the most serious claims. [FN46] The OPA director additionally tracks lawsuit data in an early intervention system, reviews suits for trends across cases, and reviews closed-case files. [FN47] The department has two additional forms of oversight: an auditor who reviews complaints and OPA investigations and a citizen panel that reviews closed OPA investigations. [FN48]

*851 Portland. Portland has a population of approximately 537,000 and a police force of 1050. [FN49] In 2001, the Portland City Council approved the creation of an independent auditor, the Independent Police Review Division (IPR), to receive civilian complaints, refer complaints to internal affairs for investigation, review internal affairs' investigations, and conduct independent and joint investigations. [FN50]

In 2004, IPR director Richard Rosenthal recommended that IPR begin reviewing and investigating lawsuits in the same manner that it reviewed civilian complaints. [FN51] The mayor opposed the proposal, arguing that internal investigations would be “a violation of . . . fiduciary responsibility” to the city's taxpayers because the findings of the investigations might lead to higher payouts. [FN52] The chief of police argued it was the job of the city attorney, not the police auditor, to investigate lawsuits. [FN53] The Portland City Council agreed with Rosenthal and allowed him to investigate lawsuit claims. [FN54] Portland's auditor reviews legal claims when filed, identifies those claims that have not previously been brought as civilian complaints, and internally investigates the most serious claims. [FN55] The auditor looks for trends across claims and reviews closed-case files after the litigation is complete. [FN56] Portland additionally has a tort review board--comprised of officials from the city attorney's office, the police department, and the police commissioner's office--that reviews claims when they are first filed and receives updates about pending claims. [FN57]

Denver. Denver has a population of 566,000 and a police force of 1405. [FN58] Denver's City Council created the Office of the Independent Monitor (OIM) in 2004 and, in 2005, Richard Rosenthal left his post as *852 Portland's auditor to become Denver's OIM Director. [FN59] The OIM, an entity independent of internal affairs, oversees internal affairs investigations and makes personnel recommendations to the chief of police. [FN60] When Richard Rosenthal joined Denver's OIM, he began reviewing all tort claims and investigating the underlying allegations when appropriate. Rosenthal additionally reviews claims for trends. [FN61]
Chicago. Chicago has a population of 2.8 million and employs over 13,000 uniformed officers. [FN62] In 2007, after a series of scandals, [FN63] Chicago created an independent investigative agency, the Independent Police Review Authority (IPRA), to investigate police-misconduct allegations. [FN64] The civilian appointed to head the division, Ilana Rosenzweig, was previously an attorney at LASD’s OIR. [FN65] Rosenzweig investigates claims of misconduct asserted in lawsuits and reviews closed litigation files to determine whether internal investigations should be reopened. [FN66]

C. Policies

The LASD and the police departments in Seattle, Portland, Denver, and Chicago gather information from lawsuits brought against them and their officers at each stage of the litigation process. Departments use this data to understand individual incidents of alleged misconduct and to identify trends across cases that suggest widespread personnel and policy failings. I describe those policies here. In Part II I will consider the extent to which lawsuit data adds value to department performance-improvement efforts and in Part III I will describe how these departments minimize the data’s flaws.

*853 1. Trend Analysis

All five departments review legal claims in the aggregate to identify trends that suggest problem units and types of behavior. [FN67] Departments’ trend analyses vary in their depth and rigor. Some departments maintain a computerized database of lawsuits and perform sophisticated analyses of the data; [FN68] others identify trends by “trying to pay attention.” [FN69] In each department, officials periodically review the legal claims pending against the department and its officers and consider whether a cluster of similar cases merit closer scrutiny and, possibly, intervention. [FN70]

By reviewing lawsuits as a group, departments can identify problems that would not have been apparent had they reviewed each case individually. As the director of the LASD’s risk management bureau explained:

There’s times when [the station] thinks it’s a single incident but when we get it we know that we’ve had two or three or whatever number there are . . . . An example of that is one that we have from our jails where inmates would go to the doctor and for some medical reason the doctors would hand them a note to have a bottom bunk in the jail. They would then go to an outlying custody facility and . . . [t]he outlying custody facility had no access to those records *854 and so when the inmate got there they would say “get on the top bunk,” you know, “that’s where you’re assigned,” and you know something would happen, they would fall and get hurt. Well, each unit, from two or three units we got claims individually. They couldn’t see the problem but by having it centralized in our operation we were able to say “we’re seeing a pattern here, a problem across all the units and it’s a communication issue,” and had our custody division work on that . . . . [Y]ou know a station sees a tree . . . . I get the benefit of the forest. [FN71]

In addition to the claims brought by inmates who had fallen off their top bunks, the LASD has found clusters of claims relating to the transporting and searching of inmates, [FN72] vehicle pursuits, [FN73] and deputies’ failure to go to the correct address in response to a call. [FN74]

Once the LASD has identified a trend, officials can diagnose and correct the underlying problem. LASD’s auditor recommended policy changes to address the problems transporting and searching inmates, [FN75] and enhanced supervision to improve vehicle pursuits and accuracy when responding to calls. [FN76]

The Portland police department has also found troubling trends in their claims review and successfully identified and corrected the underlying problems. For example, Portland’s tort review board came across several claims of excessive force that involved blows to the head. [FN77] Closer review of the cases revealed that the allegations were primarily
made regarding officers on the night shift at one Portland police station. Following retraining and closer supervision, allegations of head strikes in that station declined. When the Portland auditor observed a cluster of claims suggesting that officers did not understand their authority to enter a home without a warrant, the city attorney’s office made a training video on this issue, and it “nearly disappeared as a problem.” [FN78]

Just as clusters of initial filings suggest troublesome practices, settlement and judgment trends can identify underperforming stations in the department. The LASD’s special counsel semiannually reviews trends in department settlements and judgments. [FN79] In one review, the *855 special counsel found that two of the LASD’s twenty-three stations --Century and Lenox--were responsible for approximately seventy percent of the police-misconduct litigation and sixty percent of the settlement dollars paid over a six-month period. [FN81] He then investigated Century station, which the special counsel considered to be “LASD’s most troubled station.” [FN82] The special counsel’s team

spent several weeks stretched over five months at the station, reviewing documents, interviewing station management, speaking with deputies, learning about the community, and gathering facts. [The team] also rode along with deputies on patrol and “flew along” with a helicopter crew that provides air support to LASD patrol operations. [The team] engaged a police officer, who had worked in the two south Los Angeles Police Department stations adjoining Century, to work with three [members of the team] and help [them] interpret what [they] saw. [FN83]

The special counsel found that the station--one of the most active in the department--had too many rookies, used inexperienced deputies as trainers, had too few senior administrators, and had too few African-American and Spanish-speaking deputies. [FN84] The special counsel recommended that the station employ fewer rookies at any given time, encourage training officers to stay in their positions so that they could become more experienced, encourage senior personnel to remain at Century station, decrease the sergeant-to-patrol-deputy ratio, and increase staff diversity. [FN85] The special counsel also recommended additional training and policy changes to reduce shootings by Century station*856 deputies. [FN86] When special counsel reviewed Century station two years later, he found that the number of shootings at the station had dropped dramatically, even as the crime statistics and arrests remained stable. [FN87]

2. Investigations of Claims

The five departments in this Study view each lawsuit as a “civilian complaint plus a demand for money.” [FN88] In other words, departments review and investigate misconduct claims in a lawsuit the same way they would if the claims were alleged in a civilian complaint. Parties sometimes refuse to participate in an internal investigation while a lawsuit is pending. [FN89] As a matter of policy, however, the internal investigation is meant to proceed simultaneously with, but independent of, the litigation. [FN90]

When a lawsuit is filed, department officials compare the allegations in the complaint with incidents reported through civilian complaints, use-of-force reports, and other reporting systems. [FN91] If the incident was not previously brought to the attention of department officials, [FN92] officials will decide what type of review should be conducted. [FN93] As with civilian complaints, internal affairs investigates the *857 most serious allegations and department supervisors review the less serious claims. [FN94] If an internal investigation substantiates the allegations in the lawsuit, the departments discipline, retrain, or terminate the involved officers.

3. Early Intervention Systems

Two of the departments in this Study--the LASD and the Seattle police department [FN95]--enter lawsuit claims information into their early intervention systems, which are computerized [FN96] systems that track various pieces of information in an effort to identify at-risk officers and improve their performance before officers engage in significant mis-
conduct. [FN97] Once an officer accumulates a certain number of incidents, a supervisor decides whether some sort of intervention is necessary based on the totality of the circumstances. [FN98] Following intervention, the department monitors the officer's performance, paying particular attention to the types of incidents that initially triggered intervention. [FN99]

Early intervention systems can fail or stall at each stage of development and implementation. Departments can take years to design their early intervention systems, and then, once designed, software and hardware malfunctions can further delay systems' operability. [FN100] Even when an early intervention system is in place, officials may input inaccurate and incomplete information into the systems, misuse their systems when extracting information, and make biased decisions about the need for intervention and the type of intervention required. [FN101]

Although we do not know the incremental value of lawsuit data to early intervention systems, there is evidence that functioning early intervention systems can reduce misconduct. [FN102] A study of the LASD's system found officers' shootings, uses of force, and civilian complaints declined after intervention. [FN103] After their two-year monitoring period ended, their performance improvements continued. [FN104] Anecdotal evidence from other departments supports the notion that early intervention systems help identify problem behaviors and improve officer performance. [FN105]

4. Reviews of Closed-Case Files

Four of the departments in this Study--Chicago, Seattle, Portland, and the LASD--compare information in closed litigation files with information in closed internal affairs investigation files. Through this comparison, departments double-check the accuracy and completeness of their internal investigations. In Chicago, an investigator can reopen an internal investigation closed without a finding of wrongdoing if the litigation file identifies new witnesses or previously unavailable testimony or evidence. [FN106]

Kathryn Olson, the director of Seattle's OPA, uses closed litigation files to reveal inadequacies in internal investigations. By comparing closed-litigation files and internal-investigation files, Olson has identified weaknesses in interviewing techniques and evidence-gathering efforts. [FN107] Olson looks particularly closely at cases where there was a large payout in the court case but an internal investigation exonerated the officer. In some cases, OPA will conclude that the officers' conduct was "lawful but awful": the officer harmed the plaintiff, justifying the *859 litigation payout, but he did not violate department policy, justifying internal affairs' decision to exonerate the officer. [FN108] OPA may, instead, find an unwarranted disconnect between the results of the lawsuit and the internal investigation, suggesting that the exoneration was improper. Similarly, Portland reviews closed cases to see "whether the bureau or the independent review board missed anything." [FN109]

The LASD reviews closed litigation files not only to audit internal investigations, [FN110] but also to evaluate department training and policies. The LASD's special counsel conducts "biopsies" of closed lawsuits "to assess how new training plays out on the street, or to determine whether new training is needed." [FN111] The Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors-- responsible for paying settlements and judgments on behalf of the department-- separately requires the LASD to submit a corrective-action plan for each case ending in a settlement or judgment of more than $20,000. The plan must set out any policy or training issues raised by the case and steps the department will take to reduce the likelihood of future similar incidents. [FN112]

5. The Effect of Lawsuit Data on Behavior

It is difficult to measure the effects of litigation data on behavior in these departments. Departments are engaged in a variety of efforts aimed at reducing misconduct, only some of which involve lawsuits. [FN113] And when departments
do use litigation data, they view that data in connection with multiple other pieces of information. [FN114] Moreover, departments cannot always weigh complete information, and cannot always evaluate the information in sound ways. [FN115] Although independent outsiders identify and help correct these implementation problems, they too have been criticized for insufficiently rigorous review. [FN116] And the officials I interviewed may have offered inflated assessments of the merits of their own review. For all of these reasons, it is difficult to pinpoint the role of lawsuits in department decisions.

It is also difficult to measure the effect of department decisions on line officer behavior. There is no national data about how much misconduct exists in individual police departments, and no agreed-upon metric to compare the quality of departments. [FN117] Departments in this Study continue to employ officers that engage in high-profile incidents of apparent police misconduct. [FN118] One could conclude, based on these continuing instances of misconduct, that department policies are having little effect. On the other hand, departments might be even more dysfunctional without policies to review lawsuits and other data and outsiders to oversee department practices.

One way to evaluate the impact of department policies would be to compare the costs of suits against the department before and after implementation of relevant policies. By this metric, the LASD's efforts appear to be having a positive effect. During the first five years of the LASD's special counsel's tenure, the county's litigation costs decreased by $30 million. [FN119] And there is no evidence that officers' crime fighting efforts were chilled during this period. [FN120] But an auditor might be having a positive effect even if litigation costs did not drop so precipitously. As Denver's auditor explained, even if his work led to higher payouts in the short run, “[I]t would be part of an overall risk-management strategy that would reduce liability in the long run.” [FN121]

Another way to evaluate the impact of lawsuits on department practices is to examine the role of lawsuits in individual decisions. This Study has revealed several instances in which departments have used lawsuit data to inform personnel and policy decisions, and those decisions improved behavior in a variety of ways. The litigation process revealed evidence proving an officer had lied during his interview with internal affairs. [FN122] Trends in claims have caused department officials to realize that officers did not understand the scope of their legal authority, and resulting interventions have ended the problem. [FN123] Trends in payouts have also caused a department to identify a troubled station for further investigation and review; the subsequent recommendations improved the station's performance. [FN124] Although I cannot quantify the power of the information gathered from lawsuits on behavior, my close examination of these decisions allows me to be reasonably certain that lawsuit data has helped identify problems and craft interventions in these instances. [FN125]

II. Considering the Value of Lawsuit Data to Performance-Improvement Efforts

I have thus far shown that these five departments view lawsuits as sources of information about police department practices. I now offer reason to believe that these suits offer valuable and otherwise unavailable information to law enforcement agencies seeking to improve performance. Police departments primarily learn of possible misconduct through civilian complaints and use-of-force reports. [FN126] Yet, for a variety of reasons, misconduct incidents may not appear in these reports. And, even when incidents do surface, internal investigations may be incomplete or biased. Lawsuits are flawed sources of information, as well. [FN127] But in departments that pay attention to lawsuits, suits have filled some gaps in internal information systems. Lawsuits have alerted police officials to misconduct allegations unreported through internal systems, and the evidence developed during litigation has been found to be more detailed than that generated in internal investigations.
A. Identifying Misconduct Allegations

1. Civilian Complaints v. Lawsuits

Although almost every police department has a policy to accept and investigate civilian complaints against police personnel, [FN128] there are four reasons to believe that misconduct allegations fall through the cracks of police department civilian complaint processes. First, a very small percentage of aggrieved people file civilian complaints. A Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) survey estimated that police used or threatened force against 664,500 people nationwide in 2002. [FN129] Of the people surveyed who had been involved in a police use of force, approximately 75.4% believed the force was excessive and approximately 87.3% believed officers had acted improperly. [FN130] Yet fewer than thirteen percent of the people who believed they were mistreated filed a civilian complaint. [FN131] Accordingly, the civilian complaint process did not capture approximately 508,421 allegations of improper force and related misbehavior in a single year. Another approximately 3.95 million people believed that police acted improperly in contacts that did not involve the use of force. [FN132] Given the low filing rates for civilian complaints alleging excessive force, it seems likely that a significant percentage of these 3.95 million people did not file civilian complaints, either.

Lawsuits also under-represent the universe of misconduct allegations. The same 2002 BJS survey found that people who believed the police mistreated them sued infrequently--approximately one percent of the time. [FN133] People harmed by the police may choose not to sue for any number of reasons, including “ignorance of their rights, poverty, fear of police reprisals, or the burdens of incarceration.” [FN134] But the same people who decide not to file civilian complaints may choose instead to file lawsuits. Plaintiffs' attorneys have been known to discourage their clients from filing civilian complaints for fear that information in the internal investigation will be used against them in litigation. [FN135]

Portland and the LASD have compared lawsuit and civilian complaint filings, and both have found that many lawsuit claims had not previously been filed as civilian complaints. In 2004, Portland's police auditor found that two-thirds of claims in lawsuits brought against the department and its officers were not separately brought as civilian complaints. [FN136] When the Kolts Commission reviewed 124 excessive-force lawsuits that had resulted in judgments or settlements against the LASD, it found that plaintiffs in fewer than half of the cases had filed civilian complaints. [FN137] Even as Portland and the LASD have improved their civilian-complaint collection and review processes, both departments continue to learn about misconduct allegations through lawsuits. [FN138]

Second, civilian complaints capture misconduct allegations only when complainants describe their claims completely and clearly. People registering a civilian complaint generally do so orally (over the phone or in person at the station) or by filling out a form. [FN139] The informality of these methods of communication may dilute complainants' allegations. Lawyers, not always known for the clarity of their prose, may nevertheless better articulate all dimensions of the alleged violations. As the director of Seattle's OPA explained:

[S]omeone comes in and says “this happened to me”–and it gets treated as a use of force [UOF] complaint. But when a lawsuit is filed, a number of allegations may be raised that might be different from a simple [UOF]. People will talk in terms of being a victim of biased policing. But unless they are able to articulate it expressly--I'm African American, he's white--it's not going to come into the civilian complaint. [FN140]

Well-drafted legal complaints will include every involved party, every relevant fact, and each plausible cause of action. This level of detail can help police officials understand the full scope of the allegations. As the LASD's risk manager explained, “By the time [a complaint] gets actually to be a government claim, it's at least pretty well defined into what areas it captures, and I think we're able to sort through those a little better.” [FN141]
Third, departments may discourage people from filing complaints. The DOJ has investigated civilian complaint processes in over two dozen law enforcement agencies and found fault with each of the departments' systems for receiving complaints of officer misconduct. [FN142] The DOJ found some departments were not doing enough to solicit complaints: their forms were unclear or written only in English, or the department did not disseminate information about the complaint process. [FN143] In other departments, officers discouraged or hassled civilians attempting to file complaints, or refused to accept complaints altogether. [FN144]

The Christopher Commission, convened to investigate the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) in 1991, found that one-third of people who filed civilian complaints were harassed or intimidated in the process. [FN145] Twelve years later--after the LAPD had again been reviewed by an independent commission, had been investigated by the DOJ for civil rights violations, had entered into a Memorandum of Agreement with the DOJ, and had been placed under the supervision of a court-appointed monitor--the monitor found that department officials continued to harass and intimidate people who tried to file civilian complaints. [FN146]

Fourth, officials may mislabel or misfile civilian complaints so that they are not investigated. Police departments generally have two levels of review: higher-ranked officers within the precinct review less serious allegations, and the internal affairs division investigates more serious allegations. [FN147] The Christopher Commission that investigated the LAPD found that “complaints of officer misconduct made by the public were often noted in daily activity logs rather than recorded in the official Personnel Complaint Form 1.81 that triggers a formal complaint investigation and IAD review.” [FN148] DOJ investigations have revealed the same tactics used in other departments: officers improperly classify misconduct claims so that they will not be investigated by internal affairs. [FN149]

A plaintiff filing a lawsuit against the police does not face the same hurdles as a person trying to file a civilian complaint. To be sure, suing the police has its own challenges. Plaintiffs' attorneys in civil rights cases are generally paid on contingency, out of the proceeds won by the plaintiff. [FN150] As a result, a plaintiff may have trouble finding an attorney to take her case if the recoverable damages are low or there is a small likelihood of prevailing. [FN151] Once a case is filed, it may be dismissed for failure to state a plausible claim in the complaint or on qualified-immunity grounds. [FN152] But there is very little chance that a court clerk will harass or discourage a person attempting to file a lawsuit. And a lawsuit alleging police misconduct will not be mislabeled as a securities matter or improperly sent to probate.

2. Use-of-Force Reports v. Lawsuits

Incidents of possible misconduct can also come to a department's attention through officers' use-of-force reports. [FN153] Yet there are three reasons to believe that these reports will not capture all instances of alleged police misconduct. First, despite their name, use-of-force reporting policies do not require officers to document many types of uses of force. A national survey of use-of-force reporting requirements found that almost twenty percent of the departments did not require officers to submit a report after striking a civilian with a flashlight, approximately forty percent of the departments did not require an officer to submit a report after their police dog attacked a civilian, and over seventy percent of the departments did not require an officer to submit a report after using handcuffs. [FN154] In its investigations of law enforcement agencies, the DOJ similarly found that departments had ambiguous reporting requirements or required officers only to document the most serious uses of force. [FN155]

Second, use-of-force reporting systems do not capture claims related to verbal abuse, sexual harassment, improper searches, and other incidents that do not involve force. In the LASD, which has rigorous internal use-of-force reporting systems, the auditor noted that several types of allegations tend to be identified only through legal claims, including Fourth Amendment allegations, allegations of inappropriate entry, bad warrant or things that happen in the warrant, al-
legations that money was taken, . . . discourtesy, [and] cases in which there may be constitutional violations or violations of policy but they don't result in *870 injury.” [FN156] If a lawsuit does not involve a use of force, department officials likely will not learn about the incident through internal reporting channels. Fittingly, many of the trends identified through lawsuits by the departments in this Study concern incidents that would not prompt use-of-force reports: falls from upper bunks; vehicle pursuits; improper searches of inmates; responses to the wrong address; and warrantless home entries. [FN157]

Third, officers do not always follow use-of-force reporting policies. An investigation of use-of-force reports in Philadelphia found that descriptions of incidents “were routinely sparse, vague, inaccurate, or incomprehensible.” [FN158] Descriptions of injuries similarly lacked detail: “A ‘head injury’ could refer to a scratch, sutures, a concussion, or a broken skull.” [FN159] The Kolts Commission, which examined the LASD, found that uses of force described in deputies' arrest reports “almost always [were] at wide variance with the allegations made by the plaintiff in a lawsuit” such that “a deputy's report alone could not have alerted a supervisor to a problem.” [FN160] Even after several years of oversight, the auditor for the LASD continued to find widespread underreporting. [FN161] A well-crafted complaint is unlikely to suffer from similar vagueness or lack of detail.

B. Details of the Incidents

Even when a police department already knows about a misconduct allegation, lawsuits can reveal critical details about the event. Police department internal affairs divisions investigate serious uses of force and allegations of misconduct. Yet internal affairs investigations have long been found to be inadequate and incomplete. [FN162] Indeed, no outside reviewer has “found the operations of internal affairs divisions in any of the major U.S. cities satisfactory.” [FN163]

The DOJ found fault with internal investigation procedures in each of the over two dozen departments it investigated. The DOJ found that many departments had no standard procedures for documenting or investigating*871 complaints. [FN164] When departments did investigate misconduct allegations, many did not follow the types of standard investigative procedures they would use to solve crimes: investigators did not look for witnesses, collect evidence, interview police personnel, or reconcile inconsistent statements. [FN165]

A study of the Chicago Police Department's internal affairs division found that the investigations were consistently shoddy and incomplete, “violate [ing] virtually every canon of professional investigation.” [FN166] The officer accused of misconduct was interviewed in less than fifteen percent of the cases. When the officer was interviewed--often months after the incident-- the “questioning” was in the form of a brief questionnaire that the officer had seven to ten days to complete in writing. It was “not uncommon” to find a complaint unsubstantiated even though several officers submitted virtually verbatim questionnaire responses. [FN167] Investigators rarely interviewed civilians and witnesses in *872 person. And while the investigators ran background checks on the complainants and witnesses who corroborated allegations of misconduct, the investigators did not review complaint histories of the police officers involved.

Approximately twenty percent of large police departments have some form of civilian review, and a quarter of these departments' civilian review boards have independent investigatory authority. [FN168] There has been little examination of the quality of these investigations. Because the investigators are independent, there should be less bias and capture. These boards can, however, suffer from a lack of funding, leadership, and political will. [FN169]

Attorneys engaged in police-misconduct litigation will rarely be accused of foot-dragging when investigating their cases. Whether motivated by their ethical obligations or the promise of a percentage of any recovery, plaintiffs' civil rights attorneys have strong incentives to uncover all evidence that might support their client's claims. They will depose
the involved officers under oath, seek out additional witnesses, and request documents about the incident and the officers. Attorneys representing the defendants will protect their client’s interests by digging for evidence that rebuts plaintiffs’ claims and supports their clients.

Those who have examined evidence developed during litigation and internal investigations have found litigation files to be far more comprehensive. The director of Seattle’s OPA believes that litigation produces valuable information: “Just by function of depositions and someone else taking a new look at it, chances of getting new information [through the litigation process] are likely.” [FN170] The special counsel for the LASD, Merrick Bobb, regularly compares closed litigation files with closed internal-investigation files and finds that litigation files offer “the fullest record” of claims of police misconduct. [FN171] When misconduct allegations are investigated internally, he has found, “inertia weighs heavily on the side of disposing of a matter quickly and moving on; otherwise, time and resources and effort will have to be expended.” [FN172] Even after a lawsuit is filed, those representing government *873 defendants have little reason to identify or explore evidence of policy and personnel failures, particularly given that such evidence would likely be discoverable. [FN173] In contrast, plaintiffs have a “strong incentive . . . to dig deeply and generate more detailed and critical information” supporting their cases. [FN174] “If information exists, litigation is the likeliest vehicle to ferret it out.” [FN175]

Richard Rosenthal--the police auditor in Denver and former auditor in Portland--has compared files of unsubstantiated internal investigations with closed litigation files for the same case and found that the outcome of the internal investigations might well have been different had investigators accessed the information uncovered during litigation. [FN176]

In one notable Portland case, a man named James Chasse died of blunt-force chest trauma after two transit division officers forced him to the ground. [FN177] His family brought suit against the involved officers. [FN178] An outside expert reviewed the internal investigation of the incident and found that internal affairs’ investigation had neglected several critical leads. Internal affairs did not interview all of the officers who had reported to the scene, did not interview nurses who had observed Chasse at the jail, and did little to investigate allegations that officers had been “laughing and joking at the scene.” [FN179]

The “most glaring deficiency” of the internal investigation was the failure to enhance a video taken the night of Chasse’s death in which the involved officer and deputy were describing and reenacting their confrontation with Chasse. [FN180] Although the audio portion of the recording was “mostly unintelligible,” Portland’s internal affairs investigators did nothing to improve the sound. [FN181] Only during litigation did plaintiff’s counsel improve the audio, at which point it became clear that the officer said he “tackled” Chasse, contradicting his statement to internal affairs that he had pushed Chasse to the ground. [FN182] As the expert’s report *874 concluded, “[P]laintiffs’ attorney was the driving force behind [the Portland Police Bureau’s] ultimate recognition of the importance of the video as evidence.” [FN183]

Given what we know about law enforcement agencies' civilian-complaint and use-of-force reporting protocols and internal investigations, it should be no surprise that information about police misconduct falls through the cracks. Although lawsuit data also has its flaws, suits have revealed valuable information about the incidence and details of police-misconduct allegations. The gaps in civilian complaints, use-of-force reports, and internal investigations appear to be filled, at least in part, by information revealed during litigation.

III. Mitigating the Weaknesses of Lawsuits

I have, thus far, described the practices of a group of police departments that pay close attention to lawsuit data and shown that suits offer information unavailable through other sources. I do not, however, intend to idealize the informa-
tion generated by damages actions. Many people never sue and lawsuit payouts can distort the extent of a defendant's responsibility. Lawsuits are resolved long after the underlying incident occurred and are generally focused on individual bad actors instead of the policy makers that could affect organizational change. And litigation may inhibit the type of information exchange necessary to understand and correct problem behavior.

Some departments have used these imperfections in litigation data to justify their decision to ignore lawsuits. [FN184] Yet these information *875 flaws are not fatal. Departments in this Study compensate for the imperfections in lawsuits--and the imperfections in civilian complaints and use-of-force reports--by reviewing data from each source in context with other available information and using independent auditors to consider what the data may show.

A. The Inaccuracies of Claims and Evidence

The adversarial nature of litigation may produce biased and skewed information. Most people who believe their rights have been violated never sue. [FN185] And those cases that plaintiffs' attorneys choose to take are not necessarily the strongest on the merits. Lawyers retained on contingency receive a portion of plaintiff's award and, therefore, will be attracted to high-damages cases-- even when there is middling evidence of liability. [FN186] Lawyers may also decline to take a case with strong evidence of liability but low recoverable damages; the plaintiff may be unemployed, incarcerated, or unsympathetic, or the claims may be too difficult to prove. [FN187]

*876 Once a plaintiff retains a lawyer or decides to proceed pro se, she will present her very strongest case in her complaint. [FN188] A savvy defense attorney will deny her contentions to the hilt. During discovery, both sides will use interrogatories, requests for admission, document requests, and depositions to generate a great deal of information. The nature of discovery practice means that at least some of the information generated will be irrelevant, prejudicial, and inadmissible. [FN189] Not every discovery request or deposition question, even when asked in good faith, will uncover valuable evidence. And each witness may tell a version of the facts influenced by faulty memory or a preference for one side. [FN190]

The information generated by litigation will be further distorted if the parties do not have comparably resourced and capable counsel. Scholars have recognized that unequally matched counsel make it more difficult for neutral fact-finders to reach a just verdict. [FN191] Unequal litigators*877 also affect the quality of the information generated by litigation. The lion's share of evidence may support plaintiff's claim not because the claim is meritorious, but because defense counsel overlooked critical areas of inquiry in his document requests and deposition questions.

Departments that pay attention to litigation data do not assume the data to be accurate or complete. Instead, they view the data skeptically, supporting or rebutting allegations with other available information. When departments investigate lawsuit claims, their investigations are parallel to and independent of the litigation discovery process. [FN192] Only after the internal investigation is complete do investigators review the litigation file to determine whether any additional information was uncovered in discovery. In this way, departments cross-check the quality and thoroughness of the internal-investigation and litigation discovery processes. Similarly, when a department is looking for problem officers, units, and practices, a single meritless legal claim or an isolated civilian complaint will have little impact; the department will intervene only if it sees a cluster of incidents within a limited period of time. [FN193]

Departments also look beyond lawsuit data when crafting solutions to the problems they identify. When a cluster of incidents trigger early intervention, officials consider not only the officer's job performance but also his personal situation and family circumstances before deciding what course of action might prevent future problems. [FN194] Two case studies described by police-practices expert Samuel Walker illustrate the personalized nature of these interventions.
In one large police department, a police officer was flagged by the [early intervention] system because of a high number of use of force incidents. The counseling session with the officer revealed that she had a great fear of being struck in the face, and as a consequence was not properly taking control of encounters with citizens. After losing control over the person or persons, she would then have to use force to reassert control. Her supervisor referred her to the training unit, where she was instructed in tactics that would allow her to protect herself while maintaining control of encounters with the potential for conflict. As a result, her use of force incidents declined dramatically.

878 In another large department, a patrol officer was identified by the [early intervention] system because of a series of use of force incidents. During the intervention session the officer's supervisor discovered that he was having severe personal financial problems. The supervisors recommended professional financial consulting, the officer followed this advice, and his performance improved significantly. [FN195]

As these descriptions show, a supervisor's expansive view of officers' problems may lead him to conclude that an officer needs training in self-defense tactics or financial counseling instead of discipline to reduce his uses of force.

Departments demonstrate similar circumspection when reviewing trends across cases. When the LASD's special counsel found one station was responsible for a disproportionate number of shootings and lawsuits, he spent several weeks at the station reviewing records, speaking with personnel, riding along with officers, and considering several possible reasons for the concentration of payouts. [FN196] Ultimately, many of his recommendations did not address the particular behaviors that prompted the lawsuits, but instead addressed hiring, management, and training decisions at the station. [FN197]

Although departments' holistic review of information from multiple data sources mitigates the flaws of available data, it raises the costs of information gathering and analysis. [FN198] Reviewers bear the responsibility of separating the wheat from the chaff, the “good” from the “bad” information. Given cognitive limitations and heuristics, and the effects of information overload, we should expect analytical errors. [FN199] Officials may have trouble deciding what information is relevant. [FN200] Although the astute supervisor described by Walker thought to ask the officer with multiple uses of force about his financial situation, [FN201] finances might seem irrelevant to another competent supervisor trying to understand an officer's use-of-force statistics.

Officials may also assess available information in a biased manner. [FN202] When supervisors use early intervention systems to design appropriate interventions, for example, they are instructed to look to the particular characteristics of the officer and the problems he faces. [FN203] Supervisors have broad authority to decide whether an officer should be counseled informally in the supervisor's office or reassigned to another station. The supervisor's personal dislike of that officer, or, conversely, his desire to protect one of his own may impact his decision about what course to take.

Departments attempt to limit error and bias by having both department personnel and external auditors evaluate available information. [FN204] Department personnel may run the early intervention system, for example, but the department's auditor will periodically review the department's collection and analysis of early-intervention-system data and the effectiveness of intervention decisions. With this dual review, departments reap the benefits of internal and external perspectives. Departments preserve the input of police officials, who have a deep understanding of the department and staff but may be biased by their relationship with the involved officers and stations. [FN205] Departments also benefit from the insights of external auditors, who know less about the inner workings of the department but may be more objective. [FN206]

B. The Inaccuracies of Litigation Outcomes
Like claims and facts developed during litigation, litigation outcomes can be inaccurate. Plaintiffs with strong claims may lose at trial or have their case dismissed by the court. [FN207] Plaintiffs with weak claims may prevail. The amount awarded to a prevailing plaintiff can have little to do with the merits of the claim or the severity of the defendant's misconduct. Juries may award damages based on the severity of the plaintiff's injury [FN208] and characteristics of the plaintiff including how much she earns, where she lives, and whether she has dependents. [FN209] Jury verdicts may be skewed by negative public sentiment about a party to the litigation. [FN210] the depth of the defendants' pockets, [FN211] and trial *881 participants' courtroom demeanor. [FN212] Settlement awards may also be inaccurate reflections of defendants' misconduct. Even if a defendant is not at fault, he may nonetheless settle the claim for nuisance value to avoid the costs and risks of trial. [FN213] In other cases, settlement awards may be reached for amounts below the cost of the anticipated verdict. [FN214]

A department interested in reducing the costs of litigation should collect and assess litigation data regardless of the accuracy of the outcomes. After all, to reduce the costs of suits, one must understand what types of cases are brought and how all payouts--not just payouts in meritorious cases-- can be reduced.

The imperfections of lawsuit outcomes do, however, warp the deterrent signal of damages actions. [FN215] Deterrrence theory imagines that threatened or actual penalties will discourage future misbehavior so long as the costs of harm avoidance are lower than the costs of liability. And, generally speaking--though not always--the costs of liability are viewed in terms of the dollars spent to satisfy settlements and judgments. [FN216] So, the logic goes, the higher the expected or exacted damages, the greater the care that will be taken to prevent those sorts of injuries in the future. The lower the damages, the lower the care.

In order for tort law appropriately to incentivize actors, defendants' liability exposure must be equivalent to the value of the harms they cause. Only with this type of equity can lawsuits carry the properly calibrated deterrent signal:

*882 If injurers pay less than for the harm they cause, underdeterrence may result--that is, precautions may be inadequate, product prices may be too low, and risk-producing activities may be excessive. Conversely, if injurers are made to pay more than for the harm they cause, wasteful precautions may be taken, product prices may be inappropriately high, and risky but socially beneficial activities may be undesirably curtailed. [FN217]

Given what we know about litigation outcomes, litigation payouts are highly unlikely to equal the nature and severity of underlying harms. And the deterrent signal is further skewed in police-misconduct cases, where officers are almost certain to be indemnified and judgments against departments come from city budgets, not police coffers. [FN218]

The departments in this Study minimize concerns about the imperfections of litigation outcomes by not focusing exclusively--or primarily--on payouts. Departments do track litigation payouts, and may pay particular attention to cases with high settlements and judgments. [FN219] But departments also pay attention to allegations of misconduct in claims and lawsuits when they are first filed, and the information developed during the course of litigation. Departments enter lawsuit allegations into early intervention systems used to track problem officers. [FN220] Departments identify trends by looking at clusters of legal claims. [FN221] Departments investigate lawsuit claims when they are filed. [FN222] And departments review the evidence developed during the course of litigation for personnel, policy, and training implications. [FN223]

Because departments review lawsuits at the time they are filed, claims that are dismissed can still be the basis for personnel action. And because these departments are not guided solely by the size of payouts, a case settled for a small amount can still inspire policy change. A lawsuit will be included in a department's early intervention system and trend analysis whether the case was dismissed or went to trial, whether it settled for $5000 or $500,000. Departments have, in

fact, made policy changes even when the underlying claim settled for an insignificant amount. In one instance, a deputy from the K-9 unit of the LASD took his dog to a park for a walk and the dog bit a man. The department paid the man's medical costs and an additional small settlement. Even though the bite was accidental and the settlement was small, the K-9 unit reviewed and changed its policies department-wide to prevent future similar events. Conversely, lawsuits resulting in large judgments or settlements will not necessarily lead to personnel or policy changes if the department concludes that none are merited.

C. The Slow Pace of Litigation

Some contend that lawsuits should play no role in performance-improvement efforts because litigation travels at such a slow pace. Given generous statute-of-limitations periods and extensive pretrial litigation practices, a settlement or judgment may not be entered until several years after the underlying incident.

Officials in the departments in this Study recognize that lawsuits are a “‘trailing’ rather than a leading indicator” that “may not be concluded until several years after the conduct that gave rise to the lawsuit.” However, departments do not wait until cases are resolved to evaluate the claims for possible lessons. Instead, departments track and analyze lawsuits from the time that the suits are filed. As the Portland police department's safety and risk officer reported: “We're watching these claims from Day One. We don't want to wait until after a large settlement.” By paying attention to lawsuits when they are first filed, departments lessen the inevitable delays of litigation, although they of course cannot eliminate some of the delay, including delays in filing.

Moreover, closed litigation files can be a source of valuable information even though the underlying events have occurred years before. Lawsuits have revealed information about misconduct allegations that did not arise during the internal investigation of the same incident. It was the plaintiff's attorney--not internal investigators--who enhanced the audio portion of a videotape taken of the involved Portland transit division officers on the night of James Chasse's death. By comparing closed litigation files with internal investigations, reviewers have identified weaknesses, flaws, biases, and gaps in internal-investigation processes and ways that those internal processes can be improved. Given the documented inadequacies of internal investigations and the vigorous nature of discovery, it should be no surprise that litigation files--when reviewed--have supplemented departments' knowledge and understanding of incidents and department practices despite the passage of time.

D. The Individualistic Focus of Litigation

A fourth critique of lawsuits' role in performance improvement--raised by scholars, not police executives--is that damages actions are generally focused on individual bad actors instead of systemic causes of harm. Organizational-theory literature posits that organizational culture influences the behavior of individuals in that organization. And those who study the police have long observed that police organizational culture influences the actions of individual officers. Scholars including Barbara Armacost, David Rudovsky, and Peter Schuck argue that lawsuits brought against individual officers focus too narrowly on officer error. They recommend bringing suits against the department to incentivize change at the organizational level. Although these scholars correctly suggest that lawsuits are overly focused on individual behavior, litigation analysis nevertheless can uncover organizational problems. Departments address concerns about the individualistic nature of damages actions by reviewing individual cases for large-scale lessons. As a result, a single case brought against the LASD's K-9 unit and settled for a modest sum can nonetheless lead to institution-wide policy reforms.
mitigate the individualistic focus of litigation by consolidating information from individual suits. Take, for example, the cluster of claims against the LASD by inmates who fell off their top bunks. [FN237] A supervisor reviewing a single claim might see a simple fall. By reviewing claims in the aggregate, LASD’s risk manager could see that the department was improperly maintaining and communicating medical information—an organization-wide problem—even though the suits were focused on individual officers and events.

E. The Blaming Culture Created by Litigation

Some level criticism not at lawsuits themselves, but instead at the defensive culture created by the threat of being sued. In multiple industries, including aviation, manufacturing, nuclear power, and medical care, information about past performance is gathered and analyzed as a way of identifying the types of problems that lead to accidents. [FN238] Reporting systems collect information about accidents and near misses, and officials analyze the data to identify system-wide problems that could cause future harms. And when accidents do occur, in-depth reviews are conducted to understand the root causes of errors. The departments in this Study—much like airlines, hospitals, and nuclear power plants—review information from a variety of sources to identify weaknesses and possible ways to improve. Police department early intervention systems—like near-miss reporting systems—gather information from multiple sources as a way of identifying problem officers, units, and practices. Police department closed-claims reviews—like root-cause analyses—sift through all available information about an incident as a way of diagnosing what went wrong.

Although lawsuits play an important role in police department policies, scholars generally view suits to be counterproductive to error-reducing efforts. The concern, most frequently articulated in the health care context, is that safety improvements require “an organizational culture of openness to discovery and discussion of problems” that will be stifled by the threat of discipline and liability. [FN239] Some police experts similarly fear that the threat of lawsuits and internal discipline will hamper law enforcement self-review. [FN240]

My research supports the concern that litigation—and other sanctions—can undermine efforts to understand error. The threat of litigation, discipline, and other negative repercussions may have caused government personnel—including, at times, personnel in the five departments in this Study—to hide or misrepresent the kinds of information crucial to performance-improvement efforts. [FN241] Department officials have written reports that omit information harmful to their officers. [FN242] City attorneys have refused to disclose information about pending claims. [FN243] And internal affairs bureaus have suspended investigations while lawsuits are pending for fear that internal findings will compromise the defense of the case. [FN244] Indeed, the internal investigation of James Chasse’s death was delayed by twenty-two months because the lawyer representing the county deputy did not allow department investigators to interview the deputy or others involved until they were deposed in the lawsuit. [FN245] The attorney was afraid that statements made in the internal investigation could compromise the defense of the civil case. [FN246]

Although the fear of litigation can inhibit data collection, the departments in this Study show that lawsuits are also an important source of information about error. Suits have revealed incidents of misconduct, and evidence generated during litigation has offered critical details about those misconduct allegations. How have departments learned from lawsuits even as lawsuits inhibit disclosure of error and open dialogue? Key to these departments’ success appears to be the independent personnel who review department practices. [FN247] In each of these departments, auditors or investigators have unfettered access to department documents and personnel. This access has allowed them to learn that officials were not complying with their obligations to disclose or investigate. [FN248] Reviewers are also able to evaluate, in subsequent reports, whether those problems have been remedied. Although auditors and investigators do not eliminate problems in the collection and analysis of data, they have been able to point out and assist in the correction of data-collection errors.
problems that would have gone unidentified but for the outside review. [FN249]

IV. Reconsidering Lawsuits' Role in Organizational Performance Improvement

Lawsuits are widely expected to compensate and deter; this Article shows lawsuits can also inform. In the departments in this Study, lawsuits reveal allegations of misconduct that officials investigate and consider with other data for possible trends. The evidence developed in discovery and trial offers a detailed picture of underlying events that can help identify personnel and policy failures. Closed-case files, compared with internal investigations, reveal weaknesses in internal procedures. And trends in settlements and judgments, like initial-claim trends, highlight units that officials should more carefully review. Viewed in isolation or in conjunction with other data, lawsuits offer insights about the incidence and causes of individual and organizational failings. And armed with these insights, departments find ways to improve.

This view of litigation--as a source of information that can be used to identify and reduce harm and error--parts company with prevailing understandings of lawsuits' roles in organizational performance improvement.

In the standard story, lawsuits' financial costs are expected to deter misbehavior. [FN250] Others contend that police officials will be deterred by lawsuits only when the suits jeopardize political capital, bureaucratic and administrative needs, or crime-control efforts. [FN251] But all expect that it is lawsuits' punitive effects that inspire performance improvement.

High-profile and costly cases can, most certainly, effect change in law enforcement. Indeed, several of the departments in this Study began reviewing lawsuit data as a response to significant political and financial pressures. [FN252] But these departments do not limit their attention to cases that garner high payouts or press attention. Instead, they gather information about legal claims, evidence, and dispositions of all cases, even those without financial and political ramifications.

Deterrence theory also imagines that officials deciding which course of action to take weigh the costs of litigation against the benefits of the underlying conduct. [FN253] But the policies in place in the departments in this Study do not facilitate this sort of weighing. Departments would not, for example, track lawsuits alleging chokeholds and then decide whether to retrain their officers about the impropriety of chokeholds based on the costs of these suits. [FN254] Instead, departments in this Study would use lawsuits, with other data, to identify chokeholds as behavior that triggered a concentration of suits, civilian complaints, or use-of-force reports. The department then would conduct an investigation and identify ways to address the underlying policy, training, or personnel problems. And when a department looks for trends in payouts, officials do not weigh those judgments and settlements against the costs of potential policy changes. Instead, the concentration of settlements and judgments is treated as an indication of an underlying problem that is then investigated and analyzed.

In differentiating department practices from deterrence models, I do not mean to suggest that these departments never engage in cost-benefit analyses. Indeed, department officials likely weigh the costs and benefits of their actions at multiple points during information-gathering, analysis, and decision-making. When LASD's Century station was identified as having a high concentration of payouts, department officials likely considered the bureaucratic and administrative costs of focusing public attention on that station when deciding what course of action to pursue. [FN255] When Portland's auditor identified a number of incidents suggesting that officers did not understand their authority to enter a home without a warrant, department officials likely weighed the financial costs of various interventions before deciding to make a training video that clarified officers' legal obligations. [FN256] This type of cost-benefit analysis is far more nuanced and complex than is suggested by formal models of deterrence. And lawsuits' role in this cost-benefit analysis is not just as a
“cost,” but also as one of many sources of information.

Others have recognized that information generated during litigation can--when publicly disclosed--serve a regulatory function. Scholars, including Wendy Wagner and Timothy Lytton, argue that lawsuits can unearth what Wagner calls “stubborn information”--damaging information closely held by wrongdoers that regulators do not have the resources, motivation, or authority to uncover. [FN257] Wagner’s and Lytton’s careful studies of lawsuits challenging the gun industry, clergy sexual abuse, tobacco, and breast implant manufacturers confirm that lawsuits can unearth valuable information that supplements incomplete regulatory efforts. [FN258] Similarly, scholars have observed that when police-misconduct lawsuits publicly reveal damaging information, negative publicity and political pressure can cause police departments to change *890 their behavior. [FN259] In each organizational setting, public disclosure of litigation data has produced external pressures to improve.

This Article shows that litigation can also generate valuable information previously unavailable to the very entity that is sued. Police department officials in this Study rely on lawsuits to surface allegations of misconduct that fall through the cracks of internal data-collection efforts. And even when department officials already know about an incident that is the subject of a lawsuit, they review the closed-litigation file because the adversarial process may have revealed information that did not surface during the department’s internal investigation. Lawsuits have notified departments about incidents of misconduct and their root causes, helped officials design effective interventions to prevent future similar incidents, and highlighted weaknesses in civilian-complaint, use-of-force reporting, and internal-investigation protocols.

Current conceptions of the relationship between lawsuits and organizational change overlook the possibility that lawsuits can inform defendants about their own behavior. Yet, for the departments in this Study, lawsuits play just this role; suits have revealed valuable information about department employees, units, and practices. Departments’ attention to the lessons they can learn about their own conduct from lawsuits--what could be called introspection through litigation--is an underexplored yet promising avenue by which lawsuits can lead to organizational performance improvements.

Although lawsuits have proven to be a valuable source of information about organizational performance, departments that gather and analyze lawsuit data recognize that the information is flawed. [FN260] Information produced internally--through civilian complaints and use-of-force reports--is flawed as well. [FN261] The approach of the departments in this Study is not to ignore information because of its imperfections, but instead to review data from multiple sources with the hopes that imperfections will be minimized by a holistic approach. The LASD’s policies “consciously were fashioned to create multiple, new, and even redundant sources of information.” [FN262]

The same force incident that gave rise to a citizen’s complaint might also give rise to a claim, a lawsuit, an [internal affairs] rollout, a determination by a Commander’s Panel on use of force, an administrative inquiry, and possibly even a criminal investigation. Each of the foregoing would give the Department an independent opportunity to bring facts about a particular incident to light, albeit at different *891 times and at different stages of various proceedings and from different perspectives. [FN263]

By collecting information generated through multiple avenues, at different times, and from different perspectives, officials can account for imperfections in the data and thereby better understand department practices. As Kathryn Olson, the director of Seattle’s OPA, described, lawsuits--like civilian complaints, use-of-force reports, and other internally generated data--are a “foggy lens through which to view agency improvement.” [FN264] The departments in this Study have shown that several foggy lenses, viewed together, can reveal a clearer picture of institutional performance.

Conclusion
Despite widespread reluctance to pay attention to litigation data, law enforcement agencies can--and do--learn from lawsuits. Department practices take advantage of information in lawsuits that is unavailable through other sources. And although lawsuit data has significant flaws, practices in these departments minimize decision-makers' reliance on those aspects of the data most prone to error. In illuminating police department practices and recognizing lawsuits' role in and value to performance-improvement efforts, this Article ventures into largely uncharted territory. More study could refine thoughts about how organizations can best learn from litigation and the ideal role of litigation data in organizational decision-making. So I end with a familiar call for further research.

First, more can be done to understand the value of lawsuit data to police departments. I have shown that lawsuits--despite their flaws--may fill gaps in civilian-complaint and use-of-force reporting systems. Further research could quantify the degree of overlap between these information sources by evaluating the types of information departments receive through civilian complaints, use-of-force reports, notices of claim, and lawsuits. Research could also compare the comprehensiveness of internal investigations and lawsuit files. Further information about the uniqueness (or redundancy) of lawsuit data would assist those thinking seriously about the role that lawsuits should play in early intervention systems, trend analyses, internal investigations, and policy reviews.

More can also be learned about the relationship between the merits of civil rights lawsuits and their dispositions. Scholars have studied the volume of civil rights cases and the frequency with which plaintiffs prevail in court and cases settle. [FN265] Some scholars have also reviewed civil rights case descriptions and files, concluding that assertions of widespread frivolous claims are overblown. [FN266] But there have been no studies of the frequency with which victims of civil rights violations bring lawsuits, [FN267] the merits of civil rights cases that are brought, [FN268] or any correlation among findings of liability, damages awarded, and actual harms suffered by plaintiffs. [FN269] Medical malpractice cases and other types of tort claims have been scrutinized to determine the frequency with which wrongfully injured people sue, the frequency with which *893 meritorious and frivolous claims succeed, and the amount of damages awarded. [FN270] This same research can be conducted regarding civil rights claims.

Studying the accuracy of police-misconduct lawsuits could further inform the ways that police departments should use litigation data. Currently, law enforcement agencies' evaluations of litigation data accommodate critiques that lawsuits both overestimate and underestimate the universe of harms. If, however, studies showed that outcomes in these cases closely tracked objective evaluations of liability and harm, settlements could be considered more conclusive evidence of wrongdoing. And, of course, the opposite conclusion could be reached if study revealed little correlation between outcomes and the merits of the underlying claims.

Research can also tackle these same questions as they apply to other types of organizations. Although lawsuit data appear to fill significant gaps in the information available to police departments, the value of lawsuit data in other institutional settings will likely depend on the visibility of the error, the organization's decision-making structure, and the quality and availability of alternative sources of information. Further study can reveal the ways that other types of organizations actually gather and analyze information from lawsuits and broaden our understanding of the relationship between litigation and performance improvement.

Finally, research could explore how substantive, procedural, and evidentiary rules could be structured to encourage organizations to pay attention to lawsuits. Some reforms would ease the punitive effects of litigation and encourage freer discussion of error. For example, steps have been taken to protect quality improvement efforts from disclosure in health care and aviation. [FN271] Perhaps similar efforts should be made to *894 protect law enforcement quality-improvement efforts, as well. Other possible reforms might make proactive accountability efforts a defense to liability. Employers can successfully defend against hostile-work-environment claims if they can show they have “exercised reasonable care to
prevent and correct promptly any sexually harassing behavior.” [FN272] The federal sentencing guidelines allow courts to reduce fines on corporations with effective compliance and ethics programs. [FN273] Evidence of systems to gather and analyze lawsuits and other data for lessons could similarly be a defense to law enforcement liability. [FN274] Reimagining existing rules to prioritize the generation of information will likely result in perceived gains and losses for all sides. If reimagined correctly, however, such changes could lead to overall reductions in claims and improvements in care.

This Article is one important step toward a better understanding of the relationship between lawsuits and organizational behavior. The policies used by the five law enforcement agencies in this Study are promising and provocative ways to learn from lawsuits. And we, in turn, should learn more from and about them.

[FNa1]. Acting Professor of Law, UCLA School of Law. For helpful conversations and comments I thank Janet Alexander, Tom Baker, Asli Bâli, Merrick Bobb, Devon Carbado, Ann Carlson, Sharon Dolovich, Ingrid Eagly, Allison Hoffman, Jerry Kang, Sung Hui Kim, Jerry López, Jon Michaels, Hiroshi Motomura, Seana Shiffrin, Bill Simon, David Sklansky, Eugene Volokh, Steve Yeazell, and Noah Zatz. This Article benefited from excellent research assistance from Daniel Matusov, Madeline Morrison, Douglas Souza, and CT Turney, and excellent editorial assistance from J. David Pollock, Todd Grabarsky, and the editorial board of the Cardozo Law Review. Thanks also to participants in the June 2011 Stanford/Yale Junior Faculty Forum, the October 2010 Southern California Junior Faculty Workshop, and law faculty workshops at Tulane Law School and Lewis & Clark School of Law for insightful comments on earlier drafts. Thanks, finally, to those law enforcement officials and auditors who shared their insights and experiences.

[FN1]. Although each lawsuit produces a large amount of information, most aggrieved people never sue. For a discussion of low filing rates’ impact on the usefulness of lawsuit data to performance-improvement efforts, see infra note 185 and accompanying text.


[FN7]. Fed. R. Civ. P. 33, 36. For a survey of various state procedural requirements for interrogatories and requests for admission, see Koppel, supra note 4, at 1216-21.


[FN9]. See Clermont, supra note 3, at 1955-56 (finding that, of the federal cases terminated in 2005, 67.7% were settled, 20.7% were adjudicated by motion, and just 1.3% were adjudicated at trial--the remaining 10.3% were generally transferred or remanded).


[FN12]. Apart from my research, see George Eads & Peter Reuter, Designing Safer Products: Corporate Responses to Product Liability Law and Regulation 105-06 (1983).


[FN14]. Id. (describing these findings).

[FN15]. See infra Part I.A for a description of the data and methodology of this Study.

[FN16]. For further description of department practices, see infra Part I.C.

[FN17]. See infra note 156 and accompanying text.

[FN18]. See infra note 157 and accompanying text.

[FN19]. See infra notes 136-41 and accompanying text.

[FN20]. See Michael Gennaco et al., OIR Group, Report to the City of Portland Concerning the In-Custody Death of...

[FN21]. See id. at 27.

[FN22]. See id.

[FN23]. See id. at 27-28.


[FN27]. See generally id. (describing these findings).

[FN28]. See id. at 1057-58.

[FN29]. See id.

[FN30]. See id. at 1060-64.

[FN31]. See id. at 1068-71.

[FN32]. Although there has been no national study of the extent to which police departments use litigation data, experts estimate that the number is quite small. Two-thirds of large police departments do not have early intervention systems that track information about officers. See id. at 1059. And even departments with early intervention systems may not necessarily track civil claims. See id. Even fewer departments appear to use lawsuit data for other purposes. In 2007, the Police Assessment Resource Center, which regularly evaluates police departments’ practices, commended a small department for “being among the vanguard of departments nationwide that routinely conduct an Internal Affairs investigation when the municipality receives a claim or lawsuit that alleges wrongdoing by a member of its police department.” Richard Jerome, Police Assessment Res. Ctr., Promoting Police Accountability and Community Relations in Farmington: Strengthening the Citizen Police Advisory Committee 76 (2007). Beyond those departments that have been subject to consent decrees, or have a police auditor, most departments do not seem to engage in this analysis. See Correspondence from Oren Root, Deputy Dir., Police Assessment Res. Ctr., to author (Dec. 17, 2008) (on file with author). And only a very small number of jurisdictions--a subset of the two dozen or so departments with police auditors or under court supervision--appear to review closed-litigation files or the results of cases for any purpose. See id.
Twenty of the twenty-six departments in my prior study had policies to integrate information from lawsuits into their personnel and policy decisions. See Schwartz, supra note 13, at 1052-56; id. at 1057-58 (explaining why a disproportionately large number of departments in my study had these types of policies). Reports about these twenty departments revealed several recurring impediments that have delayed, compromised, and defeated efforts to gather, analyze, store, and communicate information from lawsuits. For descriptions of these implementation problems, see id. at 1060-66. The five departments in this Study have also struggled to follow their own policies. See id. Yet I also found evidence that these five departments' policies are, relatively speaking, in working order: these departments input information into relevant systems, analyze that information, and craft interventions based on their analysis. See id.


See Telephone Interview with Mary-Beth Baptista, Dir., Portland Indep. Police Review (Dec. 3, 2010); Telephone Interview with Merrick Bobb, Founding Dir., Police Assessment Res. Ctr., and Special Counsel, L.A. Sheriff's Dep't, and Oren Root, Deputy Dir., Police Assessment Res. Ctr. (Oct. 24, 2007); Telephone Interview with John Fowler, Assoc. Dir., Seattle Office of Prof'l Accountability (Oct. 16, 2008); Telephone Interview with Craig Futterman, Univ. of Chi. Law Sch. (Sept. 15, 2008); Interview with Michael Gennaco, Chief Attorney, L.A. Sheriff's Dep't Office of Indep. Review, in L.A., Cal. (Sept. 18, 2010); Telephone Interview with Shaun Mathers, Captain, L.A. Sheriff's Dep't Risk Mgmt. Unit (Sept. 27, 2010); Telephone Interview with Kathryn Olson, Dir., Seattle Office of Prof'l Accountability (Aug. 30, 2010); Telephone Interview with Richard Rosenthal, Indep. Monitor, City & Cnty. of Denver & former Police Auditor, City of Portland (Sept. 18, 2008); Telephone Interview with Ilana Rosenzweig, Chief Admin'r, Chi. Indep. Police Review Auth. (Sept. 15, 2008); Telephone Interview with David Woboril, Senior Deputy City Attorney, Portland City Attorney's Office (Sept. 12, 2011).


See James G. Kolts et al., The Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department 1 (1992) [hereinafter Kolts Commission Report] (asserting that the Kolts Commission inquiry was prompted by “[a]n increase over the past years in the number of officer-involved shootings,” “[f]our controversial shootings of minorities by LASD deputies in August 1991,” and the fact that “Los Angeles County...paid $32 million in claims arising from the operation of the LASD over the last four years”). Merrick Bobb served as General Counsel to the Kolts Commission. Id.


Id.


[FN44]. See Jim Brunner, New System in Place for Policing the Police, Seattle Times, May 7, 2002, at A1 (describing the scandal, in which a homicide detective stole $10,000 from the home of a dead man, and at least eighteen police officials knew of the incident but no internal investigation ever took place).

[FN45]. See id.


[FN47]. See Telephone Interview with John Fowler, supra note 35.

[FN48]. See National Police Oversight Models, supra note 43, at 19; Brunner, supra note 44.

[FN49]. See BJS Law Enforcement Census, supra note 36, at 10.


[FN51]. Prior to 2004, the Portland Police Bureau “generally did not review or investigate tort and civil rights claims for disciplinary action unless the complaining party also filed a citizen complaint.” Id. at 3. Portland actually had a city ordinance preventing internal investigations while a lawsuit was pending. See id.


[FN54]. See Portland, Or., City Code ch. 3.21, §110(B) (2005) (codifying ordinance allowing the IPR to investigate tort claims); Telephone Interview with Richard Rosenthal, supra note 35.

[FN55]. See Telephone Interview with Mary-Beth Baptista, supra note 35.


[FN57]. See Telephone Interview with David Woboril, supra note 35.

[FN58]. See BJS Law Enforcement Census, supra note 36, at 10.

[FN60]. Id.

[FN61]. Id.; Telephone Interview with Richard Rosenthal, supra note 35.


[FN63]. Libby Sander, Chicago Revamps Investigation of Police Abuse, but Privacy Fight Continues, N.Y. Times, July 20, 2007, at A14 (describing the “string of recent scandals”) (“An off-duty officer was caught on videotape beating a female bartender. In another incident, also captured on videotape, a group of off-duty officers was seen beating four businessmen at a downtown bar. In addition, several officers in an elite unit are awaiting trial on charges that include home invasion, theft and armed violence, as county prosecutors continue to investigate the unit.”).

[FN64]. IPRA investigates “allegations of the use of excessive force, police shootings where the officer discharges his/her weapon and strikes someone, deaths in custody, domestic violence, verbal abuse including bias and coercion.” See About IPRA, City of Chi., Indep. Police Review Auth., http://www.iprachicago.org/about.html (last visited Oct. 31, 2011). Other misconduct claims are investigated by Chicago’s internal affairs division.

[FN65]. See Telephone Interview with Ilana Rosenzweig, supra note 35.

[FN66]. See id.

[FN67]. There is no national data about the prevalence of this type of trend analysis. The statistics about the prevalence of early intervention systems can offer some guidance, given that trends are sometimes identified through such systems. See Schwartz, supra note 13, at 1058-59. Yet statistics about national use of early intervention systems should not be relied on heavily. Departments may not use their early intervention systems for this purpose. And other departments—including Chicago, Seattle, Denver, and Portland—conduct some manner of trend analysis without a computerized system. See Telephone Interview with John Fowler, supra note 35; Telephone Interview with Richard Rosenthal, supra note 35; Telephone Interview with Ilana Rosenzweig, supra note 35. Finally, departments with policies to review lawsuits for trends may not do so in practice. Those departments relying on early intervention systems for their trend analyses will suffer from the same technological problems, errors, and incomplete information described infra notes 95-105 and accompanying text. And department officials that look for trends without computerized assistance may experience difficulties identifying trends. See Schwartz, supra note 13, at 1063.


[FN69]. See Telephone Interview with Richard Rosenthal, supra note 35.

[FN70]. See Maxine Bernstein, Claims Against Portland Police Officers Cost City Millions, The Oregonian, Dec. 11, 2010, available at http://www.oregonlive.com/portland/index.ssf/2009/12/portland_payouts_on_police_use.html (describing Portland’s Tort Claim Review Board, a group of city risk managers, police personnel, and city attorneys who meet monthly to review tort claims against the city); Telephone Interview with John Fowler, supra note 35; Telephone Interview with Shaun Mathers, supra note 35 (explaining that, when a claim is filed against the LASD, the risk management bureau has the involved station investigate the allegations, after which the bureau reviews the completed claim file in conjunction with other claims to determine whether the incident is part of a trend); Telephone Interview with Richard Rosenthal, supra note 35; Telephone Interview with Ilana Rosenzweig, supra note 35.

[FN71]. Telephone Interview with Shuan Mathers, supra note 35.
[FN72]. See LASD 7th Semiannual Report, supra note 68, at 54-56.

[FN73]. See id. at 56.


[FN75]. See id.

[FN76]. See id.

[FN77]. See Telephone Interview with David Woboril, supra note 35.

[FN78]. Luna-Firebaugh, supra note 56, at 86.

[FN79]. Other departments in this Study do not conduct this type of analysis. Richard Rosenthal, Denver's auditor, recently requested that the department begin to collect “how much money has been paid out by the Police and Sheriff's Departments, based on allegations of misconduct, over the course of the past few years,” and despaired of the fact that “the Department of Safety has no data information in this regard and has no tools to identify trends in litigation which could be used to identify, on a systemic basis, where training resources or policy reviews would be best used.” Richard Rosenthal, Office of the Indep. Monitor, Annual Report 2009, at 5-8 (2010).


[FN81]. LASD 7th Semiannual Report, supra note 68, at 52-53. The auditor also observed that these stations were responsible for a disproportionate number of “significant force incidents,” shootings, and civilian complaints, and that “stations in equally tough neighborhoods have a much better record on controlling shootings, force, and litigation.” Id. at 53.


[FN83]. LASD 9th Semiannual Report, supra note 82, at 9.

[FN84]. Id. at 8.

[FN85]. Id. at 21-25.

[FN86]. Id. at 17-26.

[FN87]. While Century station was, in 1997, responsible for sixty percent of the shootings by deputies, two years later it was responsible for only ten percent of the shootings. See LASD 13th Semiannual Report, supra note 82, at 11. Two years later, during a period in which the LASD was less committed to risk-management efforts, Bobb found that these
downward trends reversed themselves: uses of force and shootings had increased throughout the LASD, but particularly at Century station. LASD 14th Semiannual Report, supra note 39, at 89-90.

[FN88]. Interview with Michael Gennaco, supra note 35; Telephone Interview With Ilana Rosenzweig, supra note 35.


[FN90]. See Portland Tort Claims Report, supra note 50; Interview with Michael Gennaco, supra note 35; Telephone Interview with Kathryn Olson, supra note 35; Telephone Interview with Richard Rosenthal, supra note 35; Telephone Interview with Ilana Rosenzweig, supra note 35.

[FN91]. See, e.g., Telephone Interview with Michael Gennaco, supra note 35; Telephone Interview with Kathryn Olson, supra note 35; Telephone Interview with Richard Rosenthal, supra note 35; Telephone Interview with Ilana Rosenzweig, supra note 35. There has been no study of the number of departments that internally investigate litigation claims, but police-practices experts recently described this type of policy as rare. In most departments, legal claims are investigated and defended with no effort to incorporate findings into personnel and policy decisions. See Schwartz, supra note 13, at 1059.

[FN92]. For a discussion of the likelihood that departments will be notified of misconduct allegations through lawsuits, see infra Part II.A.

[FN93]. See, e.g., Interview with Michael Gennaco, supra note 35 (noting that the OIR will “ensure that when claims come in we get them, we review them, and if there are issues that suggest that an internal affairs investigation or an administrative investigation is needed, we will push to have that happen”).


[FN95]. National data suggests that early intervention systems are the most frequently used systems to track and analyze data about officer performance. See Schwartz, supra note 13, at 1058-59. Of the five departments in this Study, the LASD and the Seattle Police Department track litigation data in their early intervention system. Portland and Denver have early intervention systems, though litigation data is not included. And the Chicago Police Department’s early intervention system is still being developed. See id.


[FN98]. Interventions generally involve counseling or retraining of selected officers. See Walker, supra note 94, at 115. Counseling can range “from the very informal, such as a discussion of the indicating event with a supervisor, to the more formal, such as a referral to psychological counseling, stress management, or substance abuse programs through a department’s employee assistance program.” See Protecting Civil Rights, supra note 96, at 65. Interventions are not, however, generally disciplinary in nature. The goal is to intervene before discipline is necessary. For a description of the LASD’s Personnel Review Committee meetings and decision-making process, see LASD 15th Semiannual Report, supra note 82, at 45-48.
[FN99]. Protecting Civil Rights, supra note 96, at 65.

[FN100]. See Schwartz, supra note 13, at 1061-62.

[FN101]. Id. at 1062-63.

[FN102]. Available evidence does not measure the effect of lawsuits on these performance improvements; some departments with successful early intervention systems do not track lawsuit data. See Samuel Walker et al., Early Warning Systems: Responding to the Problem Police Officer (2001), available at http://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/188565.pdf (finding officers were named in one-half or one-third as many civilian complaints after intervention, but none of the departments studied track legal claims in their early intervention systems). For the difficulty of measuring the effects of lawsuits on behavior, see infra Part I.D.

[FN103]. See LASD 15th Semiannual Report, supra note 82, at 3.

[FN104]. See id.

[FN105]. See infra note 195 and accompanying text (describing positive effects of early interventions in two large police departments).

[FN106]. See Telephone Interview with Ilana Rosenzweig, supra note 35.

[FN107]. See Telephone Interview with Kathryn Olson, supra note 35.

[FN108]. See Telephone Interview with John Fowler, supra note 35.

[FN109]. Bernstein, supra note 70.

[FN110]. When the LASD auditor reviewed twenty-nine cases of police misconduct that settled for over $100,000 and found that only eight involved any disciplinary action, the auditor questioned the strength of the department’s internal investigatory procedures. Merrick J. Bobb et al., L.A. Cnty. Sheriff’s Dep’t, 19th Semiannual Report 30 (2005) [hereinafter LASD 19th Semiannual Report]. And the LASD auditor found it ironic and somewhat puzzling that the County’s lawyers and the Board of Supervisors can judge the risk of loss to be sufficiently great to believe it to be in the best interests of the County to settle for $500,000 and incur $200,000 in attorney’s fees but the LASD, on the other hand, is paralyzed from taking any disciplinary action against the deputy because it cannot figure out who to believe, the deputy or [the plaintiff].

LASD 15th Semiannual Report, supra note 82, at 72.


[FN112]. For a description of one such corrective action report, see Merrick J. Bobb et al., L.A. Cnty. Sheriff’s Dep’t, 11th Semiannual Report 64 (1999) [hereinafter LASD 11th Semiannual Report].

[FN113]. Departments may attempt to reduce misconduct through any number of strategies, including mediating complaints, improving use-of-force policies and reporting requirements, improving civilian complaint policies, improving internal investigations, and reviewing shootings and other incidents.

[FN114]. See supra Part I.C (describing this contextual analysis).


[FN119]. See LASD 7th Semiannual Report, supra note 68, at 51 (describing drop in litigation costs); Correspondence from Merrick Bobb, Founding Dir., Police Assessment Res. Ctr., and Special Counsel, L.A. Sheriff's Dep't, to author (June 14, 2009) (on file with author) (reporting that the LASD auditor charges the County of Los Angeles $200,000 per year for his services). This $30 million reduction in legal fees is not solely attributable to the LASD's review of litigation data, but rather to the LASD's policies as a whole. See LASD 1st Semiannual Report, supra note 38, at 4 (noting LASD reduces litigation costs through "participation in the management of litigation to shape strategy and control costs, active involvement by the LASD in decisions to settle or try individual cases, and deployment of LASD investigatory resources so that the Department and counsel are better able to defend the LASD in litigation against it and win meritorious cases"). Moreover, any argument about the financial benefits of litigation review should account for the costs of the review and the administrative costs associated with litigation.

[FN120]. See LASD 9th Semiannual Report, supra note 82, at 83.


[FN122]. See infra notes 177-83 and accompanying text.

[FN123]. See supra notes 71-74 and accompanying text.

[FN124]. See supra notes 79-87 and accompanying text.

[FN125]. A focus on lawsuits' role in individual decisions is particularly well-suited to control for the effects of unrelated factors. Imagine a police department that experiences a precipitous jump in the number of lawsuits alleging chokeholds by its officers. If there is a subsequent decline in these chokehold cases, but the department does not keep track of lawsuits brought against it and has not otherwise been informed of the chokehold cases, those suits did not likely play a role in the decline. On the other hand, if there is no marked decline in the number of chokehold cases filed against the department but there is good evidence that the department gathered and evaluated lawsuit data, identified chokeholds as a potential problem, and trained officers in new techniques, then there is reason to believe that the suits may have influenced
department decision-making, but department efforts to reduce the incidence of chokeholds were thwarted by intervening causes.


[FN127] In Part III, I describe the imperfections of litigation data and the ways department analyses mitigate these imperfections.

[FN128] See Protecting Civil Rights, supra note 96, at 85.

[FN129] Matthew R. Durose et al., Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Justice, Contacts between Police and the Public: Findings from the 2002 National Survey, at v (2005) [hereinafter BJS 2002 Study]. The Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) surveyed over 75,000 people about their contacts with the police, and estimated national numbers based on their survey results. BJS has conducted several similar surveys, and has reached findings with some variation in each. See Matthew R. Durose et al., Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Justice, Contacts Between Police and the Public, 2005, at 7 (2007) [hereinafter BJS 2005 Study] (finding that police used or threatened force against an estimated 707,520 people in 2005); Patrick A. Langan et al., Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Justice, Contacts Between Police and the Public: Findings from the 1999 National Survey 24 (2001) [hereinafter BJS 1999 Study] (finding that police used or threatened force against approximately 422,000 people); Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Justice, National Data Collection on Police Use of Force (1996) [hereinafter BJS National Data Collection Study]. I rely on the 2002 study--instead of the more recent 2005 study--because the 2005 study did not measure the frequency with which people sued or filed civilian complaints regarding perceived misconduct by the police. See infra note 131 and accompanying text.

[FN130] BJS 2002 Study, supra note 129, at 19-20. The other BJS studies found a similar percentage of those surveyed believed that the force used against them was improper. See BJS 2005 Study, supra note 129, at 8 (finding that nearly eighty-three percent of those who had force used against them believed the force was excessive); BJS 1999 Study, supra note 129, at 25 (finding that 76.1% of those who had force used against them believed the force was excessive); BJS National Data Collection Study, supra note 129.

[FN131] BJS 2002 Study, supra note 129, at 20 (finding that, of the estimated 580,108 individuals who were involved in a police use of force and believed officers had acted improperly, just 63,699 filed a complaint with the law enforcement agency and 7988 filed a complaint with a civilian complaint review board).

[FN132] The BJS's 2005 survey reported that nearly ten percent of the people who had contact with the police in 2005 believed the police had acted improperly. See BJS 2005 Study, supra note 129, at 3. There is no comparable number in the BJS's 2002 study, but given the consistency in other aspects of the two reports, one can assume that a similar percentage of respondents would have said that the police acted improperly had this question been asked in 2002. The 2002 study estimated that 45.3 million people had contact with police. If ten percent of those people--4.53 million--believed the police acted improperly, and approximately 580,108 of those people believed that the police had acted improperly during a use of force, BJS 2002 Study, supra note 129, the remaining approximately 3.95 million would have concluded that the police acted improperly for reasons other than officers' use of force. Id.

[FN133] See BJS 2002 Study, supra note 129, at 16-20 (finding that the police had used force against 664,500 people, 87.3% of whom (580,108) believed that the police acted improperly, and just 1.3% of whom (7416) filed a lawsuit regarding the alleged misconduct).

[FN134] Daniel J. Meltzer, Deterring Constitutional Violations by Law Enforcement Officials: Plaintiffs and Defendants

[FN135]. See Human Rights Watch, Shielded from Justice: Police Brutality and Accountability in the United States 306 (1998) (“Lawyers bringing civil lawsuits against police officers [in New York] told Human Rights Watch that they often do not recommend that their clients file a complaint with [Internal Affairs] because the information provided is often used against the client.”). The police auditor in Chicago has found that plaintiffs' attorneys regularly prevent plaintiffs and witnesses from cooperating with investigators, “effectively shutting off IPRA's access to information.” See Ilana B.R. Rosenzweig, Indep. Police Review Auth., Annual Report 2007-2008, at 8 (2008); see also Bernstein, supra note 70 (“If the lawyer doesn't respond [to the Portland police auditor's request for information], ‘that pretty much stymies us, unless the police reports themselves raise serious issues of misconduct.’”).

[FN136]. See Portland Tort Claims Report, supra note 50, at 19. Moreover, claims in lawsuits against the department involved more serious allegations than those in civilian complaints: Fifty percent of lawsuits alleged excessive force compared to just fifteen percent of civilian complaints filed during the same period. See id. at 21.

[FN137]. Kolts Commission Report, supra note 37, at 60 (noting that just fifty-seven of the 124 lawsuits reviewed had been internally investigated). The Kolts Commission study of excessive force cases does not answer whether similar disparities exist for lawsuits alleging other types of claims.

[FN138]. See, e.g., Interview with Michael Gennaco, supra note 35 (estimating that the LASD learns of misconduct allegations through lawsuits “a significant number” though “not a majority” of the time). The Portland auditor has continued to find that many lawsuits concern claims not previously submitted as civilian complaints. See LaVonne Griffin-Valade & Mary-Beth Baptista, Office of the City Auditor, Independent Police Review Division: Annual Report 2009, at 19 (2009) [hereinafter Annual Report 2009] (finding that of 165 civil claims filed, only twenty-nine had been previously submitted as civilian complaints); Gary Blackmer & Mary-Beth Baptista, Office of the City Auditor, Independent Police Review Division: Annual Report 2008, at 23 (2008) (finding that of 163 civil claims reviewed in 2008, only thirty had been previously submitted as civilian complaints); Gary Blackmer & Mary-Beth Baptista, Office of the City Auditor, Independent Police Review Division: Annual Report 2007, at 22-23 (2007) (finding that of 184 claims reviewed by the Portland auditor in 2007, only forty-two had already been alleged in civilian complaints); Gary Blackmer & Leslie Stevens, Office of the City Auditor, Independent Police Review Division: Annual Report 2005-2006, at 22 (2006) (finding that only ten percent of civil claimants filed separate civilian complaints). Portland's auditor does not open internal investigations for many of these lawsuit claims. For example, in 2009, the auditor opened only seven internal investigations from the 136 lawsuits making allegations not previously submitted as civilian complaints. See Annual Report 2009, supra, at 19.

[FN139]. U.S. Dep't of Justice, Principles for Promoting Police Integrity: Examples of Promising Police Practices and Policies 7 (2001) (recommending that police departments should allow civilians to “file complaints in-person, by mail, by telephone, by facsimile transmission, or, where possible, by email”).

[FN140]. Telephone Interview with Kathryn Olson, supra note 35.

[FN141]. See Telephone Interview with Shaun Mathers, supra note 35.

[FN142]. For the precise provisions in the settlement agreements and consent judgments entered into between the DOJ and law enforcement agencies, and for the investigative findings and technical assistance letters provided to over a dozen additional law enforcement agencies, see Conduct of Law Enforcement Agencies, U.S. Dep't of Justice, http://
See, e.g., Letter from Shanetta Y. Cutlar, Chief of Special Litig. Section of Civil Rights Div., to Marc A. Ott, City Manager for Austin, Tex. 28 (Dec. 23, 2008) [hereinafter Austin Technical Assistance Letter], available at http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/spl/documents/AustinPD_taletter_12-23-08.pdf (recommended that the department “better disseminate information to the public about its complaint process” by making complaint forms available online and in public offices, and in multiple languages); Letter from David N. Kelley, U.S. Attorney for S. Dist. of N.Y., to Gerard J. Pisanelli, Counsel for Beacon Police Dep’t 15 (June 21, 2005) [hereinafter Beacon Technical Assistance Letter], available at http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/spl/documents/split_beach_ta_letter_6-21-05.pdf (finding that the department has no “formalized system for the intake and tracking of complaints,” and only allows a civilian to file a complaint if he has first discussed the matter with the sergeant); Letter from Shanetta Y. Cutlar, Chief of Special Litig. Section of Civil Rights Div., to Roosevelt F. Dorn, Mayor of Inglewood, Cal. 18-19 (Dec. 28, 2009) [hereinafter Inglewood Technical Assistance Letter], available at http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/spl/documents/inglewood_pd_Jail_findlett_12-28-09.pdf (recommending that “[t]he IPD should change elements of its citizen complaint process that have the potential to discourage the filing of complaints, and to impair effective tracking of complaints”); Letter from Shanetta Y. Brown Cutlar, Acting Chief of Special Litig. Section of Civil Rights Div., to Michael T. Brockbank, Corp. Counsel for Schenectady, N.Y. 16-17 (Mar. 19, 2003) [hereinafter Schenectady Technical Assistance Letter], available at http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/spl/documents/schenectady_ta.pdf (recommending that it be made easier for citizens to file complaints); Letter from Shanetta Y. Cutlar, Chief of Special Litig. Section of Civil Rights Div., to Kerry Drue, Attorney Gen. for V.I. 15 (Oct. 5, 2005) [hereinafter V.I. Technical Assistance Letter], available at http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/spl/documents/virgin_island_pd_talet_10-5-05.pdf (finding that the department’s civilian complaint forms “are inadequate and inconsistent with generally accepted police practices”); Letter from Shanetta Y. Cutlar, Chief of Special Litig. Section of Civil Rights Div., to Raymond P. Fitzpatrick, Counsel for Yonkers Police Dep’t 18-21 (June 9, 2009) [hereinafter Yonkers Technical Assistance Letter], available at http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/spl/documents/YonkersPD_talet_06-09-09.pdf (recommending that the Yonkers police department “increase public awareness of how to use the citizen complaint process” and increase access to civilian complaint forms by distributing them at public facilities and printing forms in Spanish).

See Austin Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 143, at 28 (reporting that “communications personnel, i.e., 911 operators, on many occasions may have discouraged complainants from filing complaints, failed to contact supervisors regarding complaints, and failed to document the calls and the complaints”); Letter from Bill Lann Lee, Acting Assistant Attorney Gen. for Civil Rights Div., to Janet E. Jackson, City Attorney for Columbus, Ohio (July 21, 1998) [hereinafter Columbus Investigative Findings Letter], available at http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/spl/documents/columbus.php (finding “a complaint process that discourages complainants at intake”); Letter from Steven H. Rosenbaum, Chief of Special Litig. Section of Civil Rights Div., to Alejandro Vilarelllo, City Attorney for Miami, Fla. 17 (Mar. 13, 2003) [hereinafter Miami Investigative Findings Letter], available at http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/spl/documents/miamipd_tecleter.pdf (identifying several policies and practices “that appear to discourage the filing of complaints”); Letter from Shanetta Y. Brown Cutlar, Acting Chief of Special Litig. Section of Civil Rights Div., to Gary Wood, Corp. Counsel for Portland, Me. 10 (Mar. 21, 2003) [hereinafter Portland Investigative Findings Letter], available at http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/spl/documents/portland_ta_ ltr.pdf (recommending that the department “change aspects of its complaint process that have the potential to discourage the filing of complaints”); Schenectady Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 143, at 16 (observing that the internal affairs division “receives approximately 5 to 10 complaints each year from citizens reporting that a SPD supervisor refused to accept their complaints”); Letter from Shanetta Y. Cutlar, Chief of Special Litig. Section of Civil Rights Div., to Michael...
O’Brien, Mayor of Warren, Ohio 10 (Mar. 2, 2006) [hereinafter Warren Technical Assistance Letter], available at http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/spl/documents/wpd_talet_3-2-06.pdf (reporting that some citizens “have not been permitted to submit a Complaint Form to anyone other than” one single lieutenant appointed to handle internal investigations, and only during “limited working hours”).


[FN146] Indep. Monitor for the L.A. Police Dep’t, Report for the Quarter Ending June 30, 2003, at 3 (2003) (“In one sting operation, an undercover police officer, posing as a juvenile, complained of misconduct. The Sergeant then took an inordinate amount of time to take the details of the complaint, stretching the process beyond 10:00 p.m., at which point the sergeant detained the ostensible juvenile for curfew violation.”). At that time, officers were found to follow department procedures only forty-three percent of the time. See id. In a later audit, the monitor found that officers were complying with procedures seventy-eight percent of the time. See Indep. Monitor for the L.A. Police Dep’t, Report for the Quarter Ending December 31, 2003, at 26 (2004). A subsequent audit found approximately ninety-four percent compliance. See Indep. Monitor for the L.A. Police Dep’t, Report for the Quarter Ending December 30, 2004, at 19 (2005).


[FN149] See Austin Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 143, at 30-31 (finding that the department’s “process of complaint classification raises concerns because the classification categories are broad, subject to different interpretations, lack uniformity, and lack consistency,” amounting to “‘escape valves' that can minimize officers' misconduct”); Columbus Investigative Findings Letter, supra note 144 (finding that the complaint process “transforms about half of the complaints that are filed into 'inquiries' that are not properly investigated”); Inglewood Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 143, at 20 (finding that some excessive force complaints were routed to division-level reviews--instead of internal investigations--and were routed to “supervisors who were on the scene and completed the original use of force report...present[ing] an apparent conflict of interest”); see also San Jose Indep. Police Auditor, Year End Report, 1993-1994 (1995).


[FN151] See Patton, supra note 150, at 756-57 (noting that, because most attorneys take police-misconduct cases on contingency, “an attorney undertakes enormous financial risk when filing a §1983 suit” and “will therefore be hesitant to accept a weak case or a case without significant damages”).


[FN155]. See, e.g., Letter from Steven H. Rosenbaum, Chief of Special Litig. Section of Civil Rights Div., to Ruth Carter, Corp. Counsel for Detroit, Mich. (Mar. 6, 2002), available at http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/spl/documents/dpd/detroit_3_6.php (finding that Detroit police officers “are not required to report uses-of-force other than uses of firearms and chemical spray, unless the use of force results in a visible injury or complaint of injury”); Austin Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 143, at 18-22 (describing inadequacies with department use-of-force reporting protocols); Letter from Shanetta Y. Cutlar, Chief of Special Litig. Section of Civil Rights Div., to Virginia Gennaro, City Attorney for Bakersfield, Cal. 5 (Apr. 12, 2004) [hereinafter Bakersfield Technical Assistance Letter], available at http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/spl/documents/bakersfield_ta_letter.pdf (finding the department’s requirement that a use-of-force form be filled out “when an officer uses a level of force higher than ‘standard searching and handcuffing techniques’” to be overly ambiguous); Beacon Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 143, at 12 (finding that the department’s policies “do not clearly indicate the manner in which uses of force are to be reported”); Columbus Investigative Findings Letter, supra note 144 (finding an “overly restrictive definition of what constitutes a use of force”); Letter from Shanetta Y. Cutlar, Chief of Special Litig. Section of Civil Rights Div., to Stu Gallaher, Chief of Staff of Office of Mayor, Easton, Pa. 6 (Nov. 26, 2007) [hereinafter Easton Technical Assistance Letter], available at http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/spl/documents/easton_talet_11-26-07.pdf (finding that the department does not have a form dedicated to use-of-force reporting, “making it extremely difficult to extract information to adequately track and analyze uses of force”); Inglewood Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 143, at 16-17 (finding that the department’s “current practice of documenting uses of force within arrest or incident reports and policy have been under-inclusive in what the IPD has considered force, and, in turn, it appears that the reporting of force by officers has been under-inclusive”); Miami Investigative Findings Letter, supra note 144, at 12 (finding that the department’s use-of-force reporting requirements “are likely to lead to an under-reporting of the use of force”); Portland Investigative Findings Letter, supra note 144, at 5-6 (finding that “officers are not required to report ‘restraining force’ or certain other types of physical contacts with citizens,” and that use-of-force forms are unclear); Schenectady Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 143, at 9 (finding, despite a “very broad reporting requirement, command level and line officers acknowledge that officers rarely document uses of force and that supervisors do not enforce the reporting policy”); V.I. Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 143, at 11 (noting that a use-of-force report is required “only when there is an injury, medical treatment is required or requested, or the force used related to a criminal charge (i.e., resisting arrest, assault, endangering or harassment)”); Warren Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 144, at 6 (finding that the department requires officers to fill out a use-of-force form “anytime their actions allegedly result in injury or death, anytime they utilize a non-lethal weapon, and anytime they discharge their firearms” and recommending, instead, that the department require a form be completed “for all uses of force beyond unresisted handcuffing”); Yonkers Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 143, at 17-18 (finding that use-of-force forms were required when an officer uses a firearm, but not when she uses a baton or deploys a K-9 unit, and recommending that a form be filled out whenever force is used).

[FN156]. See Interview with Michael Gennaco, supra note 35.

[FN157]. See supra notes 71-74 and accompanying text.

[FN159]. Id.


[FN161]. LASD 3rd Semiannual Report, supra note 41, at 42-43. For problems with the reports, see id. at 42-49.

[FN162]. For an overview of the problems with civilian complaint processes, see Walker, supra note 94, at 71-99.

[FN163]. Human Rights Watch, supra note 135, at 63.

[FN164]. For descriptions of the inadequacies of the civilian-complaint investigation procedures in the departments that have been investigated but not sued by the DOJ, see, for example, Austin Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 143, at 36 (finding evidence that the department's internal investigatory process is “erratic and irregular” and that “IA did not always investigate their complaints”); Bakersfield Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 155, at 14 (finding that internal investigations are inconsistent and incomplete); Easton Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 155, at 9-10 (finding that the department did not keep civilian complaints and investigations organized in a single file or office, making personnel and trend review impossible, and that the department “has no formal policies governing investigative training, evidence collection and storage, victim and witness interviews, or case file documentation and retention”); Inglewood Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 143, at 22-23 (describing the “lack of a formal, structured, and consistent investigative process” in the department); Yonkers Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 143, at 22-23 (recommending that the department “develop and implement a centralized, formal, structured, and consistent system for resolving complaints without discouraging the filing of complaints”).

[FN165]. Indep. Monitor for the L.A. Police Dep't, Report for the Quarter Ending September 30, 2003, at 25 (2003) (finding that the internal affairs division for the LAPD failed to tape record witness interviews, did not canvas the area for witnesses, allowed group interviews, failed to collect or preserve evidence, and failed to identify inconsistent statements); Civil Rights Div., U.S. Dep't of Justice, Technical Assistance Letter to the Cleveland Division of Police 9-10 (2002), available at http:// www.justice.gov/crt/about/spl/documents/cleveland_uof.pdf (finding that internal investigators “inject opinions and speculation that may call into question the objectivity of the investigation” and raising concerns about the thoroughness of internal investigations); Columbus Investigative Findings Letter, supra note 144 (finding “a process for investigating complaints, uses of force (lethal and non-lethal), and injuries to prisoners that is biased in favor of the involved officers”); Portland Investigative Findings Letter, supra note 144, at 14-17 (finding investigators to be inadequately trained); Schenectady Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 143, at 20-21 (recommending that investigators be trained in standard investigative policies and practices); warren Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 144, at 17-18 (expressing concern that department policy does not “require basic investigative techniques, including questioning WPD personnel through personal interviews or gathering extrinsic evidence--e.g., third party witness accounts, or photographs of alleged injuries”).


[FN167]. Id. at 275.

[FN168]. There are several forms of civilian review, including police auditors, independent commissions, and civilian review boards. A 2003 study found that some form of civilian review is in place in approximately nineteen percent of municipal law enforcement agencies with more than 100 sworn officers, twenty-five percent of county police departments, six percent of sheriffs' departments, and none of the forty-nine state agencies surveyed. See Protecting Civil Rights,
supra note 96, at 93-94. One in four of the civilian review boards had independent investigatory authority. See id. at 94.


[FN170]. See Telephone Interview with Kathryn Olson, supra note 35.

[FN171]. LASD 15th Semiannual Report, supra note 82, at 85.

[FN172]. Id.

[FN173]. As Bobb has observed, “It is difficult to play that dual role of defending to the hilt the plaintiff's claims in a lawsuit, including the need to cast ambiguous facts in a favorable light and, at the same time, report the same facts internally in a cold and objective [sic] way for purposes of discipline.” Id. at 78.

[FN174]. Id. at 85.

[FN175]. Id. at 86.

[FN176]. See Telephone Interview with Richard Rosenthal, supra note 35.

[FN177]. The facts of Chasse's arrest are hotly disputed. For the purposes of this description, I rely on the findings of an outside expert that studied the events of that evening. See Chasse Report, supra note 20, at 8 (stating that the officers thought Chasse was “either urinating or possibly injecting drugs into his hand”).


[FN180]. Id. at 27.

[FN181]. Id.

[FN182]. Id.

[FN183]. Id. at 28.

[FN184]. Mayor Bloomberg recently opposed the New York City Council's efforts to gather information about pending lawsuits and settlements against the New York City Police Department because, his spokesman testified, “[T]he mere fact of a settlement in any litigation is not an acknowledgement of wrongdoing, or of the truth of the facts alleged....While some settlements seem unfair or even outrageous to us, and to the public, the Law Department's decision to settle a matter is largely separate from the merits of the litigation.” William Heinzen, Deputy Counselor to the Mayor, Statement Before the N.Y.C. Council Comm. on Governmental Operations (Dec. 11, 2009) (on file with author). Police department officials in other jurisdictions have similarly argued that settlements are often strategic decisions--not admissions of wrongdoing--and so should not be probative of misconduct. See, e.g., Human Rights Watch, supra note 135, at 81 (noting that internal affairs staff interviewed by Human Rights Watch in fourteen police departments “made statements such as ‘civil cases are not our problem,’ or asserted that the settled suits do not indicate the ‘guilt’ of an officer,
disregarding the important information that citizen-initiated lawsuits could provide”); Robert Becker & Todd Lightly, Deputies’ Abuse Cases Cost County: 32 Complaints Settled in 4 Years for $1.5 Million, Chi. Tribune, Feb. 10, 2002, at C1 (citing director of operations for Cook County Sheriff as stating that legal settlements are often business decisions and not proof of officer misconduct); Nicholas Riccardi, Lawsuits Question Actions of Sheriff’s Deputies in 3 Cases, L.A. Times, Jan. 23, 2002, at B1; Susan Sward et al., The Use of Force: When SFPD Officers Resort to Violence, S.F. Chron., Feb. 5, 2006, at A1 (citing the San Francisco Police Department’s risk manager as stating that legal settlements can be granted by the city attorney for various reasons and are not proof of officer misconduct). Police officials also contend that delays in the filing and adjudication of lawsuits make lawsuits arguably inferior to internal information sources. See Statement of William Heinzen, supra (opposing legislation to gather lawsuit data because more timely information about alleged misconduct is available through the civilian complaints filed with the city’s Civilian Complaint Review Board); Telephone Interview with Richard Rosenthal, supra note 35 (referring to lawsuits as “late warning systems”).

[FN185] There are low filing rates for police-misconduct claims. See supra note 133 and accompanying text (noting that one percent of people who believe they have been mistreated by the police actually sue). For other studies of civil-litigation filing rates, see, for example, Deborah R. Hensler et al., RAND Inst. for Civil Justice, Compensation for Accidental Injuries in the United States: Executive Summary 19 (1991) (finding that lawsuits were filed for forty-four percent of vehicle injuries, seven percent of work injuries, and three percent of other injuries); Marc Galanter, Real World Torts: An Antidote to Anecdote, 55 Md. L. Rev. 1093 (1996) (describing common disputes pyramids for tort claims, discrimination claims, and claims post-divorce); Richard E. Miller & Austin Sarat, Grievances, Claims, and Disputes: Assessing the Adversary Culture, 15 Law & Soc'y Rev. 525, 544 (1981) (finding that five percent of grievances became filed lawsuits); and David M. Studdert et al., Negligent Care and Malpractice Claiming Behavior in Utah and Colorado, 38 Med. Care 250, 254-55 (2000) (finding less than three percent of those injured by medical error brought legal claims).

[FN186] Plaintiffs’ attorneys in civil rights cases will also be entitled to attorneys’ fees if they prevail. See 42 U.S.C. §1988(b) (2006). Many cases are resolved through settlement agreements, however, which do not necessarily include a provision for attorneys’ fees. See, e.g., Evans v. Jeff D., 475 U.S. 717 (1986). In those cases, the attorney will take a portion of the plaintiff’s recovery.

[FN187] See Meltzer, supra note 134 (observing that people mistreated by the police often do not bring claims because of “ignorance of their rights, poverty, fear of police reprisals, or the burdens of incarceration”); Miller, supra note 2, at 68 (noting that, given heightened pleading standards in Twombly and Iqbal, meritorious but hard-to-prove cases may not be brought “because prospective litigants or their counsel may not have--or be willing to risk--the resources needed to investigate sufficiently prior to institution to survive a motion to dismiss”); Rudovsky, supra note 150, at 467 (“Because police abuse is most often directed against those without political power or social status, their complaints are often dismissed or ignored.”).

[FN188] This is not to suggest that plaintiffs regularly lie in their complaints. Although some complaints will overstate the plaintiffs’ case, there are strong incentives for a plaintiff to be judicious but thorough in her complaint. An attorney will not recover attorneys’ fees for time spent on frivolous claims. In fact, a defendant can recover fees for time spent defending against frivolous claims. See Christiansburg Garment Co. v. EEOC, 434 U.S. 412 (1978); Harris v. Maricopa Cnty. Superior Court, 631 F.3d 963, 971-72 (9th Cir. 2011). The threat of sanctions under Rule 11 of the FRCP also discourages a plaintiff and her attorney from including unsupported facts and claims. On the other hand, the plausibility pleading requirements in Twombly and Iqbal require plaintiffs to file detailed pleadings. See Miller, supra note 2.

[FN189] Although some evidence generated during discovery will be prejudicial and irrelevant, the general consensus among attorneys is that discovery produces the correct amount of information needed properly to litigate the case.
Willging et al., supra note 3, at 531. Contingency-fee plaintiff’s attorneys are particularly unlikely to engage in frivolous discovery practice: “To avoid expenditures that may never be reimbursed and to prevent the loss of potentially more attractive professional opportunities,” contingent-fee lawyers are unlikely to “conduct unnecessary depositions or be inundated with documents or e-discovery to hunt for the proverbial ‘smoking gun.’” Miller, supra note 2, at 67.

[FN190]. See, e.g., Jerome Frank, Courts on Trial: Myth and Reality in American Justice 86 (1949) (“[The witness] often detects what the lawyer hopes to prove at the trial. If the witness desires to have the lawyer's client win the case, he will often, unconsciously, mold his story accordingly. Telling and re-telling it to the lawyer, he will honestly believe that his story, as he narrates it in court, is true, although it importantly deviates from what he originally believed.”); Ellen E. Sward, Values, Ideology, and the Evolution of the Adversary System, 64 Ind. L.J. 301, 304 (1989) (“Witnesses may differ in what they think they saw; or there may be no witnesses on a significant issue so that the past must be reconstructed from circumstantial evidence; or, in some cases, witnesses may deliberately lie.” (footnotes omitted)).

[FN191]. See John H. Langbein, The German Advantage in Civil Procedure, 52 U. Chi. L. Rev. 823, 843 (1985) (“It is a rare litigator in the United States who has not witnessed the spectacle of a bumbling adversary whose poor discovery work or inability to present evidence at trial caused his client to lose a case that should have been won.”); Issachar Rosen-Zvi & Talia Fisher, Overcoming Procedural Boundaries, 94 Va. L. Rev. 79, 91 (2008) (“Because the adversarial system relies upon the parties to produce the facts, examine and cross-examine witnesses, and present legal arguments on their own behalf, the parties must be true, although it greatly deviates from what he originally believed.”); William B. Rubenstein, The Concept of Equality in Civil Procedure, 23 Cardozo L. Rev. 1865, 1873-74 (2002) (“If one side in adversarial adjudication is ill-equipped--it cannot afford access to the system, or has less time and money to pursue evidence, or less skill in developing legal arguments--then what emerges as the stronger case might not necessarily be the better case.”).

[FN192]. See Telephone Interview with Ilana Rosenzweig, supra note 35 (stating that she considers but does not blindly rely on information developed during the course of litigation in her independent reviews).

[FN193]. See supra Parts I.C.1, I.C.3 (describing trend analysis and early intervention systems).

[FN194]. See Protecting Civil Rights, supra note 96, at 62 (“Understanding the critical factors, both on and off the job, will help supervisors decide when to intervene and to tailor needed interventions to individual officers' needs.”).


[FN196]. See supra notes 80-83 and accompanying text (describing the investigation of the Century station by the LASD auditor).

[FN197]. See supra notes 84-86 and accompanying text (describing the auditor's recommendations).

[FN198]. There are not only information costs but also financial costs associated with departments' contextual analyses. Auditors charge cities and counties hundreds of thousands of dollars each year. See Warner, supra note 121 (reporting that Denver's auditor's budget is $636,000); Correspondence from Merrick Bobb, supra note 119 (reporting that the LASD auditor charges the County of Los Angeles $200,00 per year for his services). Of course, not all of this money is spent reviewing lawsuit data. Police auditors are involved in multiple different efforts to improve police accountability and do not charge piecemeal for their litigation-review services.

[FN200]. As James March observed, decision-makers “often have relevant information but fail to see its relevance. They make unwarranted inferences from information, or fail to connect different parts of the information available to them to form a coherent interpretation.” James G. March, A Primer on Decision Making: How Decisions Happen 10 (1994); see also Diane Vaughn, Rational Choice, Situated Action, and the Social Control of Organizations, 32 Law & Soc’y Rev. 23, 29 (1998) (“Decisionmakers do not weigh all possible outcomes but instead rely on a few key values; the magnitude of possible bad outcomes is more salient, so that there is less risk taking when greater stakes are involved; in practice, quantifying costs and benefits of a line of action is not easy.” (citation omitted)).

[FN201]. See supra note 195 and accompanying text.

[FN202]. As sociologist Diane Vaughn has observed,

[AN] extensive body of research and theory on decisionmaking in organizations shows that the weighing of costs and benefits does occur, but individual choice is constrained by institutional and organizational forces: Decision practices and outcomes are products of external contingencies, political battles, unacknowledged cultural beliefs, and formal and informal internal pathologies that undercut both the determination of goals and their achievement.

Vaughn, supra note 200, at 29.

[FN203]. See generally Protecting Civil Rights, supra note 96, at 44-78.


[FN205]. For the potential for biased information in a variety of institutional contexts see, for example, Barbara E. Armacost, Organizational Culture and Police Misconduct, 72 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 453 (2004); Jane E. Dutton et al., Reading the Wind: How Middle Managers Assess the Context for Selling Issues to Top Managers, 18 Strategic Mgmt. J. 407 (1997); and R. Joseph Monsen, Jr. & Anthony Downs, A Theory of Large Managerial Firms, 73 J. Pol. Econ. 221 (1965).

[FN206]. Although auditors may be more objective than department personnel, they are still human; auditors’ decisions will be impacted by errors and biases, including possible biases toward their department employers. See generally Robert A. Prentice, The Case of the Irrational Auditor: A Behavioral Insight into Securities Fraud Litigation, 95 Nw. U. L. Rev. 133 (2000).

[FN207]. See Carl B. Klockars, A Theory of Excessive Force and Its Control, in Police Violence: Understanding and Controlling Police Abuse of Force 1, 6-7 (William A. Geller & Hans Toch eds., 1996) (describing legal requirements in civil rights actions and observing that “police can engage in all sorts of objectionable behavior without transgressing criminal or civil definitions of excessive force”); see also Levinson, supra note 25, at 372-73 (noting that, even if a plaintiff’s constitutional rights have been violated, they cannot be awarded damages absent injury).
[FN208]. See, e.g., Janet Cooper Alexander, Do the Merits Matter? A Study of Settlements in Securities Class Actions, 43 Stan. L. Rev. 497 (1991) (finding that awards are based more on the extent of plaintiff's injury than defendants' wrongdoing); Randall R. Bovbjerg et al., Juries and Justice: Are Malpractice and Other Personal Injuries Created Equal?, 54 Law & Contemp. Probs. 5 (1991) (showing that malpractice damage awards correlate to severity and duration of injury); Troyen A. Brennan et al., Relation Between Negligent Adverse Events and the Outcomes of Medical-Malpractice Litigation, 335 New Eng. J. Med. 1963 (1999); David A. Hyman, Medical Malpractice and the Tort System: What Do We Know and What (If Anything) Should We Do About It?, 80 Tex. L. Rev. 1639, 1642-44 (2002) (describing studies in multiple contexts that have found that “the best predictor of the size of an award is the severity of disability, not whether there was negligence, or an adverse event”).

[FN209]. It is, for example, more expensive for a defendant to harm an executive than it is to harm a factory worker. See Richard J. Pierce, Jr., Encouraging Safety: The Limits of Tort Law and Government Regulation, 33 Vand. L. Rev. 1281, 1292 (1980). It is more expensive for a defendant to harm a parent than it is to harm a child or a person without dependents. Id. at 1293. It is more expensive to harm a person who lives in a city than it is to harm a person who lives in the country. Patricia Danzon, The Frequency and Severity of Medical Malpractice Claims, 27 J.L. & Econ. 115, 143 (1984).


[FN213]. For descriptions and discussions of so-called “nuisance value” suits, see, for example, Robert G. Bone, Modeling Frivolous Suits, 145 U. Pa. L. Rev. 519 (1997); Randy J. Kozel & David Rosenberg, Solving the Nuisance-Value Settlement Problem: Mandatory Summary Judgment, 90 Va. L. Rev. 1849 (2004); and David Rosenberg & Steven Shavell, A Model in Which Suits Are Brought for Their Nuisance Value, 5 Int'l Rev. L. & Econ. 3, 3 (1985).

[FN214]. For discounts in settlements, see James Chelius, Workplace Safety and Health: The Role of Workers' Compensation 61 (1977); Donald Harris, Compensation and Support for Illness and Injury 318-19 (1984); and Patricia M. Danzon, The Medical Malpractice System: Facts and Reforms, in The Effects of Litigation on Health Care Costs 28, 30 (Mary Ann Baily & Warren I. Cikins eds., 1985). But see James K. Hammitt, The RAND Corp., Automobile Accident Compensation: Payments by Auto Insurers 74 (1985) (noting that automobile cases settled for approximately the same amounts that were recovered after trial, without a discount); Elizabeth M. King & James P. Smith, The RAND Corp., Economic Loss And Compensation in Aviation Accidents 75 (1988) (finding that air-crash cases that settled after a lawsuit was filed recovered approximately fifty percent of actual losses, but cases that went to trial recovered only approximately forty-four percent of actual losses).

[FN215]. For other critiques of lawsuits' deterrent effects, see Schwartz, supra note 13, at 1026-27.

[FN216]. But see supra note 25 (describing possible nonfinancial “costs” of civil rights lawsuits).

[FN217]. A. Mitchell Polinsky & Steven Shavell, Punitive Damages: An Economic Analysis, 111 Harv. L. Rev. 869, 873 (1998); see also Ciraolo v. City of New York, 216 F.3d 236, 243 (2d Cir. 2000) (Calabresi, J., concurring) (“[U]nless ap-
proximately all the costs of the activity are borne by the actor...the actor will not be adequately deterred from undesirable activities.”); Margo Schlanger, Second Best Damage Action Deterrence, 55 DePaul L. Rev. 517, 520 (2006) (referring to this equity as the “identity principle”); Schwartz, supra note 11, at 423 (noting that torts-and-economics scholarship “assume[s], at least implicitly, a one-to-one relationship between the incentives afforded by tort liability rules and the resulting conduct of real-world actors”).

[FN218]. See Schwartz, supra note 13, at 1032-33.

[FN219]. See supra notes 81 and 110 and accompanying text.

[FN220]. See supra Part I.C.3 for a description of early intervention systems.

[FN221]. See supra Part I.C.1 for a description of trend analysis.

[FN222]. See supra Part I.C.2 for a description of investigations of legal claims.

[FN223]. See supra Part I.C.4 for a description of closed-case reviews.


[FN226]. See supra note 184. The effects of the delay on the impact of litigation have been recognized in other contexts as well. See, e.g., Paul C. Weiler, A Measure of Malpractice 81 (1993) (“Consider, for example, and anesthetist who is momentarily distracted from indicators of oxygen deprivation to the patient and omits the necessary emergency response. The prospect of a tort suit arising years later as a result of a problem the doctor is too distracted even to be thinking about during the treatment in question will not likely provide him with motivation to adopt the proper precautions.”); John A. Siliciano, Corporate Behavior and the Social Efficiency of Tort Law, 85 Mich. L. Rev. 1821, 1830-31 (1987) (“[In the products-liability context,] some risks from a product may not be discovered until long after it has entered the marketplace. These ‘remote’ risks pose a particularly difficult dilemma for the manufacturer. The manufacturer could engage in an extensive research and testing program aimed at uncovering all such risks, but at some point the costs and delay involved in such a program become prohibitive.”).


[FN228]. See supra Part I.C (describing early intervention systems and trend analyses).

[FN229]. Bernstein, supra note 70.

[FN230]. See supra notes 177-183 and accompanying text (describing Chasse case and investigation).


[FN234]. See, e.g., Schuck, supra note 25; Armacost, supra note 205; Rudovsky, supra note 150.

[FN235]. See Schuck, supra note 25; Armacost, supra note 205; Rudovsky, supra note 150. For similar arguments in the medical malpractice context, see Weiler, supra note 226; and Mello & Brennan, supra note 210, at 1623-24.

[FN236]. See supra note 224 and accompanying text.

[FN237]. See supra note 71 and accompanying text.


[FN241]. See Schwartz, supra note 13, at Part II.D (describing these types of implementation problems).

[FN242]. See LASD 15th Semiannual Report, supra note 82, at 53.


[FN244]. See id. at 1064.

[FN246]. See id. at 23.

[FN247]. See supra note 204.

[FN248]. See generally Schwartz, supra note 13, at pt. II.D.

[FN249]. See id. at 1063-64 (citing examples).
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